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\VHERF. MANY ARE EMPLOYED.

THE PASSING OF THE BOTTLE BLOWER

BY

ROBERT J. WHEELER

MEMBER GLASS BOTTLE BLOWER’SAUNION

ODERN machinery has become a solve forever the problem of the distribu

M tremendous factor making for tion of wealth.

ceaseless change in industrial People in general are not aware of the

processes and within industrial great changes in methods of production

society. Out of this movement is evolv- or of the revolutionary efiects upon the

ing the new economic system that will minds of the workers. Society feels, in
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manager for the Libby Glass Company

from 1890. He was formerly a member

of the American Flint Workers’ Union,

and worked at the trade. Previous to the

invention of the Automatic, he had

brought out the tumbler machine, the

chimney machine, a device for drawing

glass tubes, and the idea of pressing the

blank shapes to be used in the cut glass

trade. These inventions alone are enough

to make the man famous. But the inven

tion of the Automatic places him in the

front rank of great American inventors.

History will credit him with having made

possible the application of the modern

capitalistic methods to the glass bottle

business.

  

 

 

  

 

THE NEW \VAY—MACHINE POVVER—ONE EXPERT TENDING.

Owen’s Automatic Glass Blowing Machine.
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The Owen’s Automatic is indeed a mar

veI of mechanical ingenuity. To stand

beside it, this creature of wheels and cogs,

levers and valves, with a constitution of

enduring iron; to see it revolve cease

lessly, tirelessly, needing no food, no rest,

while from out of the maze of its mo

tions a constant stream of perfect pro

duct flows, no human hand aiding, no

,brain directing, one is profoundly im

pressed. Here is the very acme of in

ventive genius. Here is the full fruition

of the ideas, the aims, the hopes of in

ventors since that day, three thousand

years ago, when the first waterwheel

turned in ancient Greece. The old Greek

poet who celebrated that invention in

song, beheld with a seer’s vision the

dawning of a day when machinery would

do the world’s necessary work, and the

race of mankind be freed from the slav

ery of toiling to gain only food, clothing

and shelter.

Before the advent of the Automatic, the

economic situation of the bottle blower

was most desirable. For more than a

generation he had been the “aristocrat”

of the labor world. After the successful

general strike of 1888, his union became

very compact and powerful. With the

increase of strength which came as a re

sult of victory in the famous Jersey strike

in 1899, and the accession of some 2,000

bottle blowers from the Flint union in

1902, the Green Glass Bottle Blowers’

Association reached the zenith of its

strength and power and the period of

prosperity which followed was the great

est known in the history of the trade. No

craft in America ever enjoyed better con

ditions. High wages, short hours, almost

entire freedom from danger of accident,

most excellent working rules, drawn up

and enforced by the union, made this per

iod indeed the halcyon days of the glass

bottle trade. But those days are past

never to return.

The strength of the union grew out of

a set of circumstances peculiar to the

bottle trade. The business was and is

even today, in greater part, carried on by

small companies, scattered over the coun

try, ' located generally with regard to

sources of raw material and fuel supply.

The manufacturers, like all small business

men, were intensely individualistic and

fiercely competitive. Naturally, compact

organization among them was practically

impossible. Out of this weakness of the

employers, the strength of the blowers’

union developed, its greatest progress be

ing made under the presidency of Dennis

A. Hayes, who was elected president in

1896, and who still holds the office. The

natural difficulty of learning the trade was

an important factor in giving the union

control. A glass blower is not produced

in a few months. To learn the trade thor

oughly, several years of application was

necessary. Thus fortified the union was

able to constantly improve the conditions

of the bottle blowers. The greatest per

iod of prosperity began with 1900 and

lasted until 1907. During this stretch of

years the business expanded until the de

mand for men considerably exceeded the

supply. The ideal economic condition for

labor under the capitalistic system was

attained. “The job sought the man.”

\Vages steadily rose, reaching the high

est point in 1907. Fair workmen could

make from $6.00 to $8.00 per day of 8%

hours. The speeders in Massillon and

Newark, Ohio, Streator, Ill., and Terre

Haute, Ind., made from $8.00 to $12.00

daily. The work was hard, heat intense,

nervous strain great and night work un

pleasant, but all this is true of other

trades where men are poorly paid and ill

treated. Under the rules of the union,

no glass is made in the summer months,

July and August. Glass blowers look

forward to this rest season with the keen

anticipation of men who can afford a va

cation and have the money to aid them in

enjoying it. Working an eight or ten

month season, men earned from $1.200 to

$3,000. This allowed a margin above a

comfortable standard of living. Glass

blowers live well, try to educate their

children, give generously to every worthy.

cause and have no apology to make that

they are not bondholders today when ad

versity has come upon them. A consider

able number are fairly well off, probably

as large a per cent as will be found

among any other class earning the same

amount of money yearly.
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BOY WORKERS.

The splendid union gave the blowers

protection and enabled them to get a.

large share of the value they produced,

but it failed to develop in them an under

standing of economic conditions.

And so, at the climax of prosperity,

when in fancied security, the bottle blow

ers looked forward with confidence to

even better advantages than they were

then enjoying, the blow fell upon them.

The machine was invented that has revo

lutionized the trade and in time will prac

tically destroy it in large part.

We quote from latest news on the

Owens machine:

“The machines are now being ope

rated in Monterey, Mexico, a greater

number in Germany, and one in Rio Jan

eiro. Brazil. The Owens Company has

received application for the installation of

, a machine in Johannesberg, South Af

rica,' and in Yokohama, Japan.”

Machines were first‘ installed in old

style factories which had been fitted up

with the patent Owen’s revolving fur

nace. Later, a specially designed factory

was built in Fairmont, W. Va. A de

scription of this factory, making a con

trast between the old and new systems,

follows. This is also taken from the

“American Flint,” April, 1910:

“The factory now being erected at Fair

mont, W. Va., which will be put in ope

ration during July or August, will have a

capacity of 2,000 gross of bottles a day.

This plant will be a marvelous innova

tion and surpass the dreams of the most

sanguine idealist. Under the present sys

tem of making glassware the raw mate

rials are hauled from the mines to the

factory and unloaded, mixed, and car

ried to the furnaces and placed there by

the use of shovels in the hands of common

labor. After the glass has been melted,

it has been gathered from the furnace

by skilled labor and manipulated by hand

or semi-automatic machinery into bot

tles. The ware is then carried by boys

into the annealing lehrs, and these have

always been operated entirely by hand

power. '

“At the West Virginia plant all of this
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labor, including the skilled, will be dis

pensed with. The factory is so con

structed that the railroad cars are drawn

up an incline 100 feet high, hoppers are

suspended in a row and the railroad cars

pass right over the tops of same. The

sand, lime, soda, and broken glass is me

chanically removed from the railroad cars

and placed in the hoppers. On the lower

end of these hoppers is a measuring

spout. By the use of a plurality of valves

the quantity of sand, lime, soda and

broken glass is measured and put into a

traveling mixer beneath the spouts of the

hoppers. A man'sits on this traveling

mixer and mechanically manipulates the

movement of same. After the mixer has

passed under the spouts of the different

hoppers and received the quantities of

sand, lime, soda and broken glass suffi

cient to make up a batch, the mixingcar

is started by him for the furnace room,

traveling over the tops of the furnaces.

The mixer revolves, which properly mixes

the batch, and when it reaches the first

furnace, a disc is removed from the cap

of the furnace and the hopper lowered

through the cap of the furnace, the ma

terial passes from this hopper into the

furnace where the melting ‘takes place.

The hopper is then elevated and the disc

placed to cover the hole in the cap of the

furnace. and the man returns to the batch

house in order to repeat the operation

for the second furnace. As the batch be

comes melted, it flows by gravity into the

revolving furnace used by the Owens pro

cess for making bottles.

The machine sucks the glass from the

furnace through the bottom of the blank

mould, forms the blank, transfers the

blank from the blank mould to the blow

mould, and by compressed air, expands

it into a finished article. glazes the top,

the lehrs being part of the machine, an

neals the bottle and dumps it out at the

exit end of the annealing lehr at which

point the wares are selected and placed

in crates ready for shipment. The ma

chine has been started to work producing

at as high a rate as 23 a minute at 6 a. m.

Monday and kept in continuous operation

until the following Saturday midnight.

Moulds are changed and the machine

oiled while in continuous operation.

“An extraordinary revelation connected

with this mechanical wonder is that at

the Fairmont factory it will not be neces

sary to touch the raw materials, or wares,

from the time the raw material leaves

the mines until the selector passes judg

ment on the ware at the annealing end

of the lehr and places it in boxes ready

for shipment.

“To give you an idea of the revolution

izing effect of this machine in the cost of

production, will state that it is reliably

estimated that at Streator, 111., with a

shop of three blowers and the necessary

small help making pint beer bottles, and

under a 20% reduction in wages, that

shop labor cost is approximately $1.15 a

gross. By the use of a six-arm machine

for making pint beers the labor cost is

11 cents a gross. In Toledo where a ten

arm machine is used for making pint cat

sup bottles the total labor cost is 4%

cents a gross, and it is expected to reduce

the Toledo cost when the Fairmont, W.

Va., plant is placed in successful opera

tion.”

At this writing, the Fairmont factory is

operating. The new style of factory, like

the machine, requires but few men to

keep it in operation. I

The trustification of the glass bottle

business is now possible. Before the ap

pearance of the Automatic, the bottle

blower, through his strong union, was

able to demand and get such a large share

of the wealth produced that the profits

left to the manufacturer were not large

enough to attract men 'with the genius

for trust organization. Then too, the diffi

culty of organizing the small manufacturer

made combination impossible. But now

the human labor is thrown out and capi

tal will feel perfectlv safe. Permanent in

vestment of capital to any amount can be

made with certainty of large return. In

no department of industry is the prospect

so inviting. There are strong reasons for

believing that the foundations for one of

the world’s greatest trusts are now being

laid. The Owens Machine Company

leases its machines on a royalty per gross

of bottles made. The bottle business is

divided according to different kinds of
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ware. The practice of leasing the ma

chine only to big firms having large cap

italization has been carefully followed.

The first company to use the machine was~

the Ohio Bottle Company. formed in 1904.

This company was made up of Reed &

Co. and the Pocock Company. both of Mas

sillon, Ohio, and the Everett Glass Com

pany of Newark, Ohio. The next year this

corporation merged with Anheuser-Busch

with two big plants at St. Louis and

Belleville, and the Streator Glass Com

pany, Streator, Ill. This company makes

beers, soda and brandy bottles. The

famous Ball Brothers. of Indiana. leased

the right to make fruit jars. The Thatch

er Milk Bottle Company. with factories

in New jersey, Pennsylvania and Illinois,

has the rights on milk jars. The great

Alton Glass Company, Alton. 11].. the

\Vhitney Glass Company of Glassboro.

N. 1., and the Chas. Bolt Company of

Cincinnati. Ohio, and M'uucie. Ind.. with

the lleinz Pickle Company of "57 variety"

fame, are all companies with plenty of

 

  

capital. The significant thing is that

these companies are not engaged in com

peting with each other, with the product

of the machine. The import of this will

appear later. These companies are well

located geographically, a fact which is of

much importance if a trust is to be or

ganized. The Owens Company reserves

the right to enter the producing field also.

and is now operating two plants and sell

ing the product in the general market.

It is safe to say that an understanding

exists. as to price, between the Owens

and other companies. With the Owens

Company owning the machines and gain

ing experience as a glass bottle producing

concern also, profits are sure to be im

mense and combination inevitable.

The large number of small manufac

turers. now struggling in an anarchy of

competition, are doomed. There is abso

lutely no future for them. Even should

they be able to beat wages down lower

than at present (it should be stated that

wages were reduced 20% in 1908, and the

 

MIXING BY HAND.
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Owens Company promptly reduced roy

alties 37%), the Owens people will do as

in 1908, reduce royalties even below the

hand scale. This would leave the small

fellows no better off. The little fellows

cannot combine, even though they were

able to put aside their intense individual

ism.

The coming combination in the glass

trade will be outside the operation of the

Sherman laws. Its activities will be en

tirely “legitimate.” Its component parts

can claim economy as a reason for com

bination. \Vith each of the big firms

making a different line of ware on the

machine', the cry of “restraint of trade”

cannot be raised. The glass trust will be

what Teddy used to call “a good trust.”

There will be no occasion for the govern

ment to repeat the nice little joke it re

cently played on the Imperial \Vindow

Glass Company. Everything points to

combination in the glass business. Per

haps, in time, it will embrace the entire

field of glass production, bottle, window,

tableware and all other lines. There is

an immense field before it. Doubtless the

glass trust of the future will rival the

Standard Oil.

To the student of economics, the intro

duction of an epoch marking invention

like the Owens Automatic and the capi

talistic development which is following,

affords an interesting subject for observa

tion. The whole process of capitalistic

development of an industry is passing in

review before him. He sees the entry of

the machine, the expropriation of the

workers’ means of living, the rise of the

trust, the domination of the market, the

elimination of the small producer and the

expansion of the trust perhaps into an

international power.

An interesting feature of the activities

of the Owens Company is the introduc

tion of the machine in undeveloped coun

tries. It is significant of the tendency of

modern capitalism to rise full blossomed

in the backward nations. Development

will be very rapid, because the (most

highly advanced engines of production

will be utilized. Taken in connection

with the cheap labor of those countries.

the classical lands of capitalism will soon

be face to face with a competition which

cannot be met. And all this will hasten

the time when the great change will have

to come.

True, most of this development is in

the future, but these are the tendencies.

Glass blowers who can find jobs are still

profitably employed; small plants are still

making money; small capitalists are even

building new factories. But were they

not eating and drinking and making

merry before the deluge? Even so today.

The Beginning of the End.

Automatic machinery is the fruit of the

final triumph of the race over the forces

of nature. Man has become a creator of

a being almost as wonderfubas himself;

a being which will labor without ceasmg,

without complaining. This new phase of

industrial civilization confounds all the

capitalist economists. All their smug

philosophy with regard to the relations

between 'Capital'and Labor become as

“sounding brass.” \Vhat now becomes of

the stock answer they were wont to give

to the working man’s complaint? “Cap

ital set free by reorganization and labor

set free by industrial development, will,

in a free market, unite and develop new

industries.” The machine instead of man

will be used by the capitalist. \Nith the

day in sight when machinery will be do

ing the greater part in production, while

the workers will be idle, who will pur

chase the product of the machines? Face

to face with this problem, the capitalist

economist becomes a discredited coun

selor. The working class alone can solve

this problem.

When in retrospection the economic

history of the race is passed it will be a

wonderful story. Behold man the sav

age in his home in the primal forests,

most of his needs supplied to him by na

ture. His existence was no more a bur

den to him than is that of the bird. See

him again, when pressed out of his primi

tive abode by ever increasing numbers.

he is forced to seek a better means of

food supply. He begins to invent crude

tools and discovers the arts of agricul

ture and manufacturing. Necessity drives

him as a taskmaster. He has never been

a willing doer. Even though he has 13.
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bored hard and builded wondrously, yet

his aspirations have been toward a state

of existence where the weary would rest

and the toil-laden be relieved of their

burden. All his efforts in his upward

journey have been towards the creation of

tools, which producing the means of life

for him, would permit him to live again,

as in his earlier history, without constant

toil. The way of the journey has been a

rough one; the hindrances mighty, and

myriads of men through the uncounted

centuries have toiled and suffered and dis

covered and died, leaving the final con

summation to the men of today.

And now the mighty work is almost

finished. All the important forces of na

ture have been harnessed to provide

power. The machine which can produce

without human labor is here. The princi

ple is being applied in every department

of industry and as the processes are sim

plified by subdivision, will perform almost

every part of the process of production.

There remains but one step more and the

goal of economic endeavor is reached and

the race made free. Again, as in the be

ginning, necessity is the driving force.

The mass of men made jobless by ma

chinery are facing the age-old question:

“What shall we do for food P”

Until this question is answered, further

social progress is imposible. Civilization

is marking time, gathering power for the

next leap. From the working class must

come the action that will let loose this

power. The machinery must become the

property of the workers.

So the glass blower is passing to join

the army of outcast workers. A multi

tude precedes him; a multitude follows——

but not to despair. Necessity is compell

ing; education is preparing and hope is

beckoning them to unite and overthrow

the capitalist system.

  

In every mill and every factory, every mine

and every quarry, every railroad and every

shop, everywhere the workers, enlightened,

understanding their self-interest, are correlat

ing themselves in the industrial and economic

mechanism. They are developing their indus

trial consciousness, their economic and polit

ical power; and when the revolution comes,

they will be prepared to take possession and

assume control of every industry. With the

education they will have received in the Indus

trial Workers, they will be drilled and disci

plined, trained and fitted for Industrial Mas

tery and Social Freedom.—Eugene V. Debs,

in Revolutionary Unionism.

 

 



PICK AND SHO‘VEL POINTERS

BY

WILLIAM D. HAYWOOD

GREEMENTS with capitalists are the

death warrants of labor.

There can be no closed shop as long

as the boss has the keys.

There is no chivalry in the work shop. Capi

talism compels sex equality.

Every new invention of machinery makes the

journeyman of today the apprentice of tomorrow.

Trade unionists keep men out of the union and

then wonder why the Manufacturers’ Association

can get scabs.

Labor organizations should be free to fight for

their class interests at all times.

You recognize this fist as a fighting weapon.

It is made up of five members, five organizations.

They can all work independently when necessary

but when called upon can become a united force.

Suppose one of them is tied up with an agree

ment—a white rag—for a year or more. What be

comes of it? It will wither and decay. And what

is true of this finger is true of a labor organization.

It is useless to itself and stands in the way of its

fellows.

An agreement between the capitalist class and

the working class is an unholy alliance, and when

entered into by any body of workingmen it removes

them from their class and the class struggle and

makes them auxiliaries of the enemy of ‘labor.

When the soldier enlists he enters into an agree

ment to fight the battles of the capitalist class and

shoot down his fellow workers. When the trade un

ionists sign an agreement with the capitalist class,

they likewise enlist to furnish the soldiers with guns,

with food and with clothing. They are the enlisted

men behind the man behind the gun.

  

 



THE FIGHTING WELSH MINERS

BY

WILLIAM D.

  

HAYWOOD

All the king’s horses,

And all the king’s men

Couldn’t put the agreement

Together again.

HE miners of Aberdare and

l Rhonda valleys in South Wales

are still on strike. There are over

25,000 men involved in spite of an

agreement signed last April to run for a

period of five years.

The trouble started with eighty men

working in the Ely pit of the Cambrian

Coal Company. These men were unable

to make living wages under the condition

that prevailed; some of them found

themselves in debt to the company when

pay day rolled around so they went on

strike, demanding better conditions and

more pay for abnormal places. The

company, to retaliate, proceeded to lock

out 800 other men_employed in the same

mine, announcing their intention to keep

all out until the eighty strikers went

back to work.

The matter was taken up by the Min

ers’ Federation of South Wales. There

was vigorous discussion and demands

for a general strike, the officials of

the organization throwin all their influ

ence in the balance against the general

strike. It was finally agreed to submit

two propositions to the membership,

namely, a general strike of the South

Wales coal fields; second, a strike of all

men employed by the Cambrian com

pany. The latter carried and November

1, 1910, 12,000 men laid down their tools.

The following ringing resolution was

adopted: ‘

“That the tyrannical action of the

Cambrian Combine in locking out a body

of our fellow workmen to endeavor,

through their sufferings, to enforce an

unfair price list upon their workmen

must be resisted at all costs. We there

fore pledge ourselves to be faithful to the

decision of the Federation ballot and re

4".
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fuse to work for this combine until a fair

price list is settled for the Ely workmen,

or our 800 fellow workmen who are not

affected are reinstated in their employ

ment.”

So serious was the situation becoming

that the Cambrian Co. converted their

wagon shed into temporary stables, in

tending to take all the horses from the

mines without delay.

Seven thousand men of the Powell

Duffryn pit struck. in defiance of the

agreement, one of the chief grievances be

ing the discharge of old men. The com

pany claimed it was necessary to dis

pense with the aged men in view of the

Compensation Act, the reason, of course,

being that the old men, not so active and

alert, were more liable to accident or

death.

The growing sentiment for a general

strike gave the conservative miners lead

ers a cold sweat; they issued the follow

ing wail:

“Fellow-workmen,—Having seen it re

ported in the press today that there is a

desire by the workmen of the Powell

Duffryn pit, Aberdare, that the whole of

the miners of South Wales should join

them in stopping work, we feel it incum

bent upon us as the chief officials of your

Federation to urge upon you not to be

parties to an attempt to redress a

grievance by this irregular method of

bringing about a general stoppage of the

collieries, which, under any condition, can

only be successful after carefully thought

out and proper organization and control.

In doing this we are acting in accordance

with your instructions recently declared

in a ballot vote, when by an overwhelm

ing majority you declared against a gen

eral stoppage of the collieries in the South

Wales district at the present juncture.

We also ask you to seriously consider

the situation. There is not the remotest

chance of a proposition, as suggested, for

a general stoppage of the whole collieries '

of the United Kingdom having one

moment’s consideration at the Miners’

Federation of Great Britain conference.

They have had no opportunity of discuss

ing the merits of the grievances com

plained of by the Powell-Duffryn work

men, and we cannot at present offer any

opinion upon their action in stopping

work, and in the interests of the whole

members of the Federation, including the

Powell-Dufiryn men and especially the

12,000 Cambrian Combine workmen, the

3,000 Cwmtillery and Roseheyworth

workmen, and the Rhosilly and Gelli

workmen, who are at present on our funds

and whom we are obliged to support, we

urge upon the members of this Federation

to refuse to consider any proposals for a

‘ general stoppage, which if entered upon

in such a sudden unconstitutional manner

must end disastroust for all concerned.

(Signed)

W. ABRAHAM, M. P., President.

THOMAS RICHARDS, M. P., Gen. Secy.

ALFRED ONIONS, Treasurer."

This statement coming at a critical pe

riod had the desired result of weakening

some of the men; it also strengthened the

mining companies in their determination

to keep up the lock-out and a threat was

made to extend it to other mines.

The Cambrian Co. felt secure in their

position. The Coal Owners’ Association

would indemnify them to the amount of

thsir average output when running full

blast. The company’s only concern would

be to keep their property in working

shape, and await the inevitable day when

the miners would be compelled to return

to barter their labor-power.

It had always been so. The company

knew their men or thought they did. Dur

ing previous strikes they had been peace—

able and law-abiding, starving content

edly. The extent of protest being great

mass meetings, the men gathering on the

council grounds of the ancient Druids at

Pontypridd. There among the stones

'erected in olden days, in the shadow of

the historic rocking stone, their leaders

would speak to them, extolling the vir

tues 0f the master. “Mabon” would sing

in wonderfully sweet \Nelsh notes “The

Land of My Fathers.” Resolutions were

passed. Sacred hymns from a thousand

singers would reverberate through hills

and valleys, the miners would tighten

their belts and sad-eyed mothers and

hungry babies~would wish the terrible

strike was over.

This strike had a different beginning.

There was a rod in pickle for Manager

Llewellyn of the Cambrian that he had

not dreamed of. The first morning of

the strike a strong detail of pickets were

thrown around the pit. It was their duty
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POLICE AND SOLDIERS GUARDING CAMBRIAN COLLIERY.

to see that no one went to work, the “en

gine winders,” stokers, pumpmen and

electricians were turned back, the ofiice

force was allowed to go on the property

only upon promise that they would not

touch the machinery or do other than

their own work. Manager Llewellyn hol

Iered “police!” And they came on the

first train from Bristol, from London and

Cardiff. The hotels of Llynapia and Tony

pandy were filled to overflowing; the

blue-coats established a temporary bar

racks in the skating rink; they organ

ized in shifts and guarded the Cambrian

Company’s property faithfully night and

day; but they couldn’t run the pumps.

One crew had worked thirty-six hours;

the water in the mine was getting the

best of them; a little while longer and

the pumps would be “drowned.” There

were more than 300 head of horses in the

mine.

Llewellyn and the office force, under

police protection, took a turn at firing

the boilers. Next morning, in a drizzling

rain, an 'army of bread-winners poured

out of the rows of stone houses. Several

thOusand strong they marched on the

Cambrian Colliery. The police were called

intc action; all reserves were added to

the forces. The miners never hesitated;

they charged the ramparts of the blue

coats; they tore down fences and brick

walls for weapons; they stormed the col

liery again and again. When beaten back

they tried the strategic move of march

ing back to town, thinking the police

would follow. But the police did not

follow the crowd, nor was there a pre

server of the peace on hand when some

of the more reckless broke windows of

the shops along the main street of Tony

pandy.

One shop keeper who had made him

self particularly odious to the miners by

saying that “bloaters were good enough

for miners,” found his place of business

completely demolished and ransacked.

This rowdyisrn was no part of the gen

eral program of the organization. The

chief desire being to close down the

mines and close them tight as a means

of bringing the company’s officials to

their senses and speedily ending the

strike, which, if allowed to drag on, would

cause unnecessary suffering among the

miners’ families, it is always the helpless

ones who first feel the agony of indus-v

trial warfare.

Realizing the stern purpose of the

miners, the mine officials yelled for their

soldiers. The cry went up, “Save the
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horses." King George sent a telegram

to Llewellyn asking, “Are the horses

safe?” The book-keepers and stenogra

phers went down to feed the horses; the

ponies were hungry and whinnied, which

' badly scared the white-handed bunch.

When the fact was made public that the

horses had been fed, the Society for the

Protection of Animals sent Llewellyn and

staff each a gold medal more or less suit

ably inscribed.

The English press was filled with news

stories and editorials condemning the vio

Aberdare. In about two minutes the

main body returned, the people standing

around watching them coming (we are

not accustomed to see mounted police in

our streets).

“To everybody’s dismay, without prov

ocation or warning whatever, the order

was given, ‘Left wheel, Charge,’ and the

police charged the inoffensive crowd of

about 80 and drove them into the door

ways, the heads of the horses were even

inside the doorways. The people could

not get away quick enough for the person

   

THOUSANDS OF MEN POURED OUT OF THE ROVVS OF STONE HOUSES.

lence of the Welsh strikers. Most of

them were painfully exaggerated. Here

is a story, more like the truth, told by

one who was there:

“I had been with two friends to the

Market Hall to hear Haywood of Amer

ica, and on the way home we met the

police on their way to Aberdare. Reach

ing the Plough Inn, Aberaman, we no

ticed two policemen on foot, one Glamor

gan and one Metropolitan, chatting with a

number of young men, which shows how

dangerous the crowd were, and a number

of youn men and women staring and

chafiing four mounted policemen who had

been left behind the main body gone to

in command. He kept on urging and

shouting to his men: ‘Go on, G0 on, Get

at them,’ etc. I picked up one lad that

had stumbled and fallen, and told him to

stand on his feet, for the either drunken

_or fiendish brutes would have no scrurles

in trampling upon people, judging by

their actions.

“After they had had their fill of this

\vantonness, they went down towards the

Institute, where I had again to take

refuge in a doorway. The police here

charged the crowd twice, crowding the

people into doorways and corners. The

screams of the women and children were

awful, and it was maddening to the men
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that they were unable to stop it (for they

were not out for a row). 1 went home

for fear of getting into mischief, and I am

thankful the foot police did not say things

to me they said to some men as they were

crossing the road to go home.

“The police must have thought they

were out ‘pig-sticking.’ The police say

now that there was a demonstration of

about 400 people coming down the street

singing and shouting.

“It is a lie.”

The scene described occurred at Abera

would have outmatched the police but for

the arrival of soldiers with shoot-to-kill

orders.

But no telegrams for the suffering

workers were ever received from His

Majesty. And the Society for the Pre

vention of Cruelty to Animals never once

lifted its voice.

In this class war the men on strike in

violation of agreement, receive but

meagre support. The regular strikers get

but $2.50 a week, with 25 cents added

for wife and each child. This is the un

    

man, a short distance from the Powell

Duffryn colliery. This company had

erected a barb wire stockade, electrified

the wires with a heavy current, and had

entrenched a strong force of police in the

works. Food and plenty of liquor was

furnished them.

A crowd of strikers marching toward

the pit were attacked by the blood-thirsty,

whisky-frenzied officers who backed the

crowd of workers, men, women and chil

dren, into a canal, striking and beating

them as they fell into the water, breaking

the heads of some who were struggling

to keep from drowning. Others who

escaped ran into the live wires and were

nearly electrocuted. Still the miners

even battle of empty stomachs against

the power of plenty.

On the workers’ side there are no lead

ers worthy of the name. With the prob

able exception of C. B. Stanton, none

that they would not be a thousand times

better off without. Advisers, yes; there

are some comrades who have burned the

daylight to exist, and burned the mid

night oil to learn how to live; thought

ful, courageous, untiring workers. sowing

the seed of class consciousness. Evidence

of their work is the present spirit of so]

idarity in Wales, which is spreading to

other parts of Great Britain.

The need of industrial unionism ap

peals to workers of all kinds.
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Having been in the heart of the strike 
region of South Wales, in touch with 
these militant elements of the miners' fed
eration, living under the same roof, eat
ing at the same table, having met and 
spoken to thousands of the rank and file, 
keeping a sympathetic finger on the Celtic 
pulse of these people, knowing something 
of their aims and aspirations, I have been 
able to get at the sap-root of the discon
tent. It is the agreement, which is now 
looked upon as a bond of penal servitude. 

There are no terms vigorous enough 
to condemn the policy of agreements be-

tween employers and factions of th 
working class. 

None but traitors to their class W' 

foster or advise such relationship. 
abnormal, rendering the agreement-bounci 
men useless as 'factors in the class strug
glei and often making them active par
ticipants AGAINST their own class and 
more effective tools of capitalism than 
police or military force. 

The fight of the Welsh miners is 
against ignorant, incompetent officials 
and to abolish the agreement. 

LITTLE BROTHERS OF THE RICH. 



THE CRIME OF CRAFT UNIONISM

BY

EUGENE V. DEBS

ETWEEN the trade union and

B the working class union there

is all the difference there is be

tween unity and division, pro

gress and reaction, victory and defeat,

The trade union is outgrown and its

survival is an unmitigated evil to the

working class. The concentration of in

dustry forces the concentration of the

workers, and but for the trade unions

which resist this tendency they would be

united within a class union that would

fight their battles with all the advantages

possible in the existing system. But the

trade unions hold out against the unifica

'tion of the Workers notwithstanding the

multiplying evidences that craft unionism

is not only impotent, but a crime against

the workers.

The reason for this is not hard to find.

Craft unionism is backed by the ruling

capitalists for the very purpose of pre

venting‘ the workers from uniting in a

class organization. Morgan’s Civic Fed

eration is sufficient evidence of this fact.

Another reason is that an army of ofii

cials, big and little. are drawing salaries

from the trade union movement. These

salaries amount to millions of dollars

each year. In addition to these salaries

there are graft and pickings without end.

The Morganized capitalist monopolists

and the army of official salary drawers

account for the ability of trade unionism

to withstan the forces of evolution. It

is to be added that the leaders of craft

unionism, like the members of the Presi

dent's Cabinet, graduate into high official

position prepared for them by their mas

ters. Mitchell, Morrissey and O’Keefe

are shining examples in a long list of

such graduations. ‘

If there were no other proof that craft

unionism is an unmitigated curse to the

workers in this age of concentration of

-all things—except organized labor alone

—the proceedings of a convention of the

American Federation of Labor, devoted

mainly to preventing the unification of

the workers by vain attempts to maintain

trade jurisdictions, would be entirely suf

ficient.

In this writing I propose to show by

indisputable proof that craft division is a

crime against the working class. At Buf

falo, N. Y., four union men lie in jail,

the victims of craft division, and unless

the workers of that city take their cases

in hand at once and staunchly back them

up they will be railroaded to the peni

tentiary for a long term of years.

These four union men, Robert Coch

rane, Joseph Meyers, Harry Millan and

John Norton, are members of the Marine

Firemen, Oilers and Water Tenders, af—

filiated with the American Federation of

Labor. They have been engaged in the

strike of the Lake Seamen’s Union, with

which they are also affiliated, against

the Lake Carriers’ Association, which is

only a thin disguise for the steel trust.

This strike has been in progress for more

than two years and has cost this one

union alone nearly $200,000, its treasury

being now empty and the resources of its

members exhausted, with defeat staring

them in the face. More than a score of

good union men, members of the same

craft union, have been assassinated dur

ing this strike by the detectives and hire

lings of the Steel Trust, alias the Lake

Carriers’ Association. These private mur

derers of the Steel Trust are, of course,

backed up by the authorities and their

word is taken in preference to that of

honest workingmen. The cold-blooded

murder of union men is promptly followed

by the acquittal of the hired hessians who

murdered them, while other union men,

innocent of crime, are thrown into jail

(65.
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upon a trumped-up charge and sent to

the penitentiary as victims of craft union

Ism.

Let me quote from a letter received

some time ago from one of the union men

engaged in this strike:

“We have been persecuted all over the

lakes by the police of all the lake cities

and by an army of special detectives.

Seven members of the union have been

shot down like dogs in the streets of the

different lake ports and no redress could

be obtained from the authorities. In each

instance the assassin was promptly re

leased. Two of our members have quite

recently been shot down, instantly

killed, by one of these detectives, in as

cold-blooded a murder' as was ever com

mitted.” _

This is only a brief quotation from one

of the numerous letters and reports be

fore me, detailing the numberless out

rages and crimes of which these craft

unionists have been the victims in their

struggle of over two years against the

Steel Trust.

The point I wish to make and drive

home with all the force I can is that it is

the rank and file, the common workers,

who are always the victims of craft

unionism. They have to do the picket

ing, go up against the guns, and be shot

down like dogs by the mercenary hire

lings of the corporations, while their

leaders drink champagne wine at Civic

Federation banquets as the guests of the

plutocratic owners of these same corpor

ations.

It is not Samuel Gompers and John

Mitchell who have to do the picketing

and furnish the targets for the bullets of

the corporation detectives. They never take

any risks. They are never at the front.

Gompers has never been in a battle in

all his life. He lacks the courage to

stand at the front. He is always safely

in the rear. The misguided craft union

ists who pay his' salary are his bullet

stoppers. He is always the champion of

craft unionism, but never its victim. 'The

salary he draws is at the price of the

craft unionists who are slain.

Every corpse of a union man shot dead

in such a fight as that of the Marine Fire

men bears ghastly testimony to the crime

of craft unionism. If Gompers and the

rest of the leaders believe in it and are

honest let them furnish the corpses as

well as draw the salaries.

But it‘is those who are foremost in ad

vocating it who are hindmost in fighting

its hopeless and disastrous battles.

Let us examine the situation just a

moment. Here is Morgan and his Steel

Trust, who have crushed the Steel and

Tin Plate Workers’ Union until only the

shell is left, the shell of craft unionism,

and are now crushing the Marine Fire

men and other unions connected with the

Lake Seamen and affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor. These .

craft~ unions are all but annihilated, as

others without number have been before

them. Their treasuries are bankrupt,

their members impoverished and out of

jobs, and about all there remains is the

charter On the wall to remind them that

they owe what has come to them to craft

unionism. And while these poor devils

are facing the automatic revolvers of the

detectives and having their heads beaten'

into pulp by the police, and while their

families are being evicted for non-pay

ment of rent and their children are suf

fering for bread, their grand leaders are

banqueting with the plutocratic lords and

dames under the prostituted auspices of

the Civic Federation of Labor, making

merry'over the beatitudes that flow from

the brotherhood of capital and labor, and

glorifying the marvelous triumphs of

trade unionism in the United States.

It is in the name of the rank and file

that I write. I care nothing about the

leaders. About all they are good for is

to keep the workers divided. At conven

tions they exploit themselves, grow jeal

ous of each other, and to maintain their

petty leadership rend organized labor

into factions and keep the workers at

each others' throats.

All about us are the evidences of de

caying craft unionism in spite of the

powerful influences that are propping it

up. The workers themselves are begin

ning to see it. They realize that the

forces of capital are united against them

and that their craft divisions make them

an easy prey to the enemy.

The strike of the-garment workers at
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Chicago is almost sufficient to open the

eyes of the dead. The strike of the nine

thousand cigar makers at Tampa is an

other frightful object lessen. Here union

men have been lynched, deported, ma

rooned, slugged and outraged in every

conceivable way, and all because of the

impotency and treachery of craft union

ism. -

The strike of the Resistencia at Tampa

some years ago may be recalled in the

present strike, where the same outrages

are being repeated and the same rank and

file furnishing the victims. The strike

of the Resistencia followed a series of

meetings I addressed at Tampa and the

papers charged that it was due to my

agitation. The strikers, who were Cu

bans, struck as bravely as ever men did

under the flag of a craft union, and they

would have won without a doubt had not

the members of the cigar makers’ union,

another craft union, allowed themselves

to be used by the manufacturers to crush

the strikers. The present strike is an

echo of that strike and the treachery of

craft unionism is bearing its usual fruit.

Of course, I am with the nine thousand

striking cigar makers at Tampa, as I

was with the Resistencia, and I want

them to win and will help them in any

way in my power, regardless of the past,

but I insist that they shall profit by its

appalling lessons.

Only a few days ago, after a prolonged

strike on the Missouri Pacific, the Ma

chinists’ union surrendered after being

completely beaten by the other craft

unions, whose members were all dili

gently at work all around the scab ma

chinists, helping the railroad company

faithfully, under their time contracts, to

crush their own fellow workers. The

leaders are as usual making the claim

that it was not a complete defeat since

the company allowed them what it had

originally offered and against which

they went out on strike.

It takes very little to constitute a vic

tory for a craft union leader. To admit

defeat is a menace to his job and his sal

ary. He is therefore compelled to make

out a victory and the capitalist papers

usually support his claim. The “mag

nificent victory” of John Mitchell in the

Anthracite, which made him “the great

est labor leader the world has ever

known,” and which was so fulsomely

lauded by the capitalist press, is written

in the desolation of many a miner’s cabin

and in the practical annihilation of the

union in that region.

And now, what of it all? Simply this:

Industrial Unionism, the unity of all the

workers within one organization, subdi

vided in their respective departments,

and organized, not to fraternize with the

exploiting capitalists, but to make war

on them and to everlastingly wipe out

their system under which labor is robbed

of what it produces and held in contempt

because it submits to the robbery. If

ever there was a time to unite the work

ers to fight their battles, and to have it

clearly understood that they mean war

on capitalism, war without quarter, and

that they mean to overthrow that system,

wipe out wage-slavery, and make the

workers the world’s rulers, that time is

now.

To step from the craft union into the

class union is to step from the darkness

into the light, to emerge from weakness

into power. All the failures of craft

unionism and all the crimes perpetrated

upon its victims cry out for industrial

unionism. This is now the supremest

need of the workers. Without the unity

and power such organization confers they

can make no substantial progress toward

emancipation.

Industrial unionism is the structural

work of the co-operative commonwealth,

the working class republic. Every wage

worker ought to bend his energies to the

task of uniting the workers in one mighty

economic organization.

This change cannot be effected from

within the craft unions or the federation

that is supposed to combine them, al

though an effective propaganda can and

should be carried on within those unions.

Industrial unionism is a new and revolu

tionary unionism which requires a new

and revolutionary organization. The new

spirit may ferment in the craft unions,

but it cannot express itself in the old

molds. It must be remembered, how

ever, that there are many whose jobs and

means of livelihood are bound up in craft
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unions. Let such as these do what they

can within their unions while others set

to work without to build up the new or~

ganization.

But whether within or without let all

the awakened workers put forth their ef

forts, according to their means, to sup

plant decadent, corrupt craft unionism

with industrial unionism, and unite all

the workers, regardless of trade, occupa

tion, nationality, creed or sex, within one

powerful economic organization to fight

their battles and achieve their emancipa

tion.

LIBERTY

BY

TOM LEWIS

HE spirit of revolt against wage

slavery is fast permeating the

working class from coast to coast

. and from pole to pole. The forces

of capitalist development and modern in

dustry, in the factory, in the mines and

mills are bringing the workers together.

This teaches us the advantages to be

gained from working class organization

in industrial lines and in class politics.

Also, it is hastening the day when the

disrupter in the ranks of the working

class will make himself scarce. These

men will no longer be tolerated. Class

actions teach the workers how strong

they are when acting together and they

are going to throw out leaders who do

not serve them at every stage of the

game.

All this is due to class action and class

education and to the things we workers

learn in the school of Hard Knocks.

Since we know that men’s actions are

guided by their material interests, we

must reach the men and women in our

class and show them how we can WIN if

we only stick TOGETHER.

So we must talk to our comrades with

patience without being elated over any

mental superiority we may think we pos

sess. Capitalism has already deformed

many of our bodies, but let us still be

glad some of us have brains enough left

to plan an escape from wage-slavery.

We must never overlook any method

to help our class—either politically or in

dustrially, but we must always.demand

and insist that our comrades work for

the benefit of our class.

New machines are being constantly in

vented and installed that eliminate work—

ingmen and women. This intensifies the

struggle for jobs and so one of our first

and most important demands is for shorter

working hours, which will decrease the

numbers of unemployed and the conse

quent number of scabs—the greatest

weapon which Capital uses against us.

It is the UNEMPLOYED who are used

to force down wages and to break strikes.

\Vhen the workers join for their own

protection, the first thing they will do is

to shorten hours and keep on shortening

hours. A strong economic organization

should charge no fees for admission.

should welcome every worker in every

industry and leave no stone unturned to

make it EASY as well as to the personal

interest of every man and woman to join.

W'orkingmen have no liberties now.

except the liberty of quitting one job and

the liberty of hunting for a new master.

But the common ownership of the means

of production and distribution will give

us all the fullest freedom, because we will

have splendid opportunities for work and

play. Then and only then will we be

able to understand the full meaning of

social liberty. Economic Security under

the banner of Socialism will mean a new

freedom to us all.



BANISHING SKILL FROM THE FOUNDRY 
BY 

THOMAS F. KENNEDY 

METAL founding is one of the old 
mechanic arts. Indeed in some 
of its branches it may lay claim 
to being something more than a 

mechanic art. 
Castings may. be made of any metal 

that can be reduced to a liquid state with
out vaporizing. About 150 years ago it 
was discovered that iron could be cast. 
Up till that time the chief object of the 
founder's art was copper in its various 
combinations with tin and zinc, forming 
brass and bronzes. And these metals still 
furnish the raw material for an important 
branch of the foundry business. Where 
lightness combined with strength is re
quired, steel castings are displacing iron, 

489. 

but iron still remains by far the most im
portant foundry metal. 

The molder capable of doing the finest 
work has in him the makings of an artist. 
He must have eye as true, touch as sure 
and light and hand as supple and sensitive 
as any wielder of brush or pencil. He 
must have imagination, the parent of in
vention, because every difficult, intricate 
job requires, if not invention, at least in
genuity. The gradation in the character 
of the product from a grate bar to the 
statue of a Greek God are as marked as 
the gradations from painting a fence to 
painting a landscape. 

TlJe · manner in which the foundry re
sisted the efforts of- inventors bears wit~ 
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ness to the difficulties encountered, ‘and is

corroborative of my contention that in

some of its branches, it is more than a

mechanic art. It withstood so long the

assaults of the inventors that moIders had

come to feel like some other craftsmen

that, “You can’t put brains into a ma

chine.”

Long before I went into a foundry,

twenty-seven years ago, efforts had been

made to substitute mechanical contriv-‘

ances for the hand and hand tools of the

molder. Up until that time, and for long

after, these attempts merely furnished

amusement and a little mild excitement

for the moIders. In nearly every specialty

foundry there was a tradition of the trial

and failure of machines, and often they

could be seen rusting in the yard. In one

case a molder challenged, raced with and

beat a machine making molds. Neverthe—

less the machine won—for its owner-—

because in beating it, the molder had es

tablished a new and more rapid pace.

Out of all this effort and experiment

the “match plate,” the “stripping plate"

and the “squeezer” were evolved years

‘ ago. 'They were all old when I went to

work in the foundry. All modern mold

ing machines are merely adaptations of

these old inventions.

Machines introduced in other indus

tries, while they did not lighten the work,

at least did not make it harder. No occu

pation has connected with it more hard

work requiring great muscular exertion

than metal founding. The early machines

never aimed at this work. They were de

signed to eliminate skill and were not

labor saving machines. They not only

left all of the hard slavish drudgery to be

done as before but increased it. To this

very hour most of the machines added to

foundry equipment while increasing enor

mously the output per “hand” have done

so only by forcing the “hands” to greater

exertions. In addition to forcing them to

greater exertions the machines have re

duced the relative and actual earnings and

lowered the economic status of the foun

dry “hand.”

It is not therefore surprising that foun—

dry workers, collectively and individually.

organized and unorganized were a unit

in opposition to “improvements” that did

them such irreparable injury, injured

them by decreasing their earnings, low

ered their status and increased their bur

den of toil.

  

BUCKET ELEVATOR ANI) RIDDLE. (Courtesy of Crane Co.)

  

».

From the elevator a chute conveys the sand to a. rotary riddle,

which is shown at the lower right hand corner of the same illustration.

The sand then passes to belts, where it is mixed with water and

tempered. The tempered and is than reconveyed to each moidr.
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MOLDING MACHINES. (Courtesy of Crane Co.)

A view of the molding machines which stand at the base of the

chutes, through which is received the molding sand from the over

head conveying system after it has been riddled and tempered.

This perfectly justifiable hostility on

the part of the molders was a factor in

retarding the development and adoption

of the machines. But powerful economic

forces beyond the control of either mold

ers or foundry owners were creating con

ditions which made it ever more profit

able to add molding machines to foundry

equipment. So in they went and in they

are still going in increasing numbers

despite the feeble resistance of the mold—

ers.

Some six or seven years ago a national

convention of the Molders’ Union went

on record declaring that the union was

not opposed to molding machines. At

the same convention they let down the

bars so that machine operators can now

become members of the Molders’ Union.

But this official action in nowise altered

the feeling and attitude of the workers in

the shops who had to compete with the

machines. The admission of machine

operators—who are not molders—to the

union is an illustration of the solidifying

power of the machine which I will deal

with in another article.

The old “stripping plate” and the still

older “match plate” provided the mechan

ical principles out of which grew the mod

I

ern molding machine. They are in fact

only pattern devices, and it is taking a

rather unwarranted liberty with the word

to call them machines. From a purely

mechanical standpoint their application is

unlimited, but there are practical con—

siderations which fix their limitations.

One consideration is the size of the cast

ing, another is the intricacy. But even

though size and other features are favor

able, unless there is a large number to

make it would not be profitable to rig the

job fora machine.

A number of forces have been at work

creating this necessary condition. For

one thing, the world is growing in popu—

lation and wealth and there is a greater

demand for machines. A great many ma

chines and other commodities have

reached such a state of perfection that

nothing short of a revolutionary discovery

or invention can bring about any general

alteration in design or construction. Such

articles and the castings required for

them, can be standardized. The foundry

manager when putting in new patterns of

a standard design which are to be made

for an indefinite time, need not hesitate

at first cost as he would if the castings

were to be made for only one or two sea
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sons. The merging of big financial inter

ests controlling hitherto competing con

cerns by standardizing and in other ways,

helps to produce the right condition for

the development of machines.

"Match plates” and “stripping plates”

have been in use on a small scale ever

since they were invented, but for the rea

sons I have pointed out never came into

general use. \Vith the great revival of

business in 1899 duplicates of each cast-

ing were needed in larger numbers than

ever before; molders’ wages were ad

vancing; pattern making and pattern

making tools had been almost perfected;

and corporations were richer and in better

condition to carry on expensive experi

menting operations than ever before. All

things were favorable to the development

of molding machines and this period

marks the beginning of a new era in the

foundry business.

At first the molders were inclined to

scoff. Those engaged upon the more in—

tricate and difficult jobs in particular felt

perfectly safe. They felt that while they

might'do the plain jobs on the machines

they could never make the difficult ones

until they could put brains into the ma—

chine. The scoffing soon turned to

  

mourning as they saw their favorite jobs

being made by unskilled laborers on

“stripping plate" or “match plate” ma

chines.

As a rule the more difficult the job to

mold the greater the profit in rigging it

for the machine. Hence it was the jobs

made by the very best mechanics that

were first attacked. In the case of a plain

casting the machine might only enable the

unskilled laborer to make as many molds

as the skilled molder, while on some of

the more difficult jobs it would enable the

laborer to make as many as five molders.

One job of which a strong, competent

molder made four in a day, two laborers

made forty-five when rigged for the

“stripping plate.” The molders for years

had made seventeen a day of a certain

job; now three unskilled laborers made

two hundred and twenty-five (225). Only

a molder or a person familiar with foun

dry practice who has seen made the most

intricate castings could appreciate the

finest points about the “stripping plate.”

From amongst all of its features I select

one as an illustration to show its advan

tages; to show why a laborer, doing all of

the hard work formerly done by the

molder—the shoveling, riddling and ram—

__ I i '

(Courtesy of Crane Co.)

  

The casting is then knocked out.

The mold carrying system which conveys the molds from the

molding machlnes to the pourers.

the sand passing through the grate. while the casting is conveyed to

the chutes which lead to the hoppers above the tumbling mills.
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ming—can still produce so many more

castings in the same length of time.

To secure castings against the wash of

the metal, in common with every molder,

I have spent hours setting small finishing

nails in some small “bead” of sand in a

mold; then sprayed or brushed it with a

mixture of water and molasses and per

haps dried it with a gas flame. Castings

with such “beads” are now made on the

machine without nails, molasses,water or

drying.

In one foundry in Pittsburg. where I

worked for many years. there was 100

bench molders in 1901. Now, with the

output on that class of work nearly

doubled, there is less than ten left.

The possibilities of the “stripping plate"

and adaptations of the “match plate” are

only now becoming generally known to

foundry men, and conditions are just

ripening for their development. Of the

tens of thousands of small and medium

sized castings produced every year which

might be made on machines, only a few

have as yet been touched.

Only by the adoption of the continu

ous heat can the foundry machines

already tested and of proven merit be

utilized to the best advantage. Only a

few foundries in the world run continuous

heats. One of these few and the first to

introduce the real labor-saving machinery

was the \Vestinghouse Airbrake at \Vil

merding, Pa., about which I shall tell in a

later article.

  

When in the course of development, class

distinctions have disappeared, and all produc—

tion has been concentrated in the hands of a

vast association of the whole nation. the public

power will lose its po'itical character.

Political power, properly so-called, is merely

the organized power of one class for oppressing

another.

Communist Manifesto.

 

 



THE REIGN or TERROR IN TAMPA
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WORKING MEN LYNCHED BY CAPITALISTS.

CIVIL war has been raging in the

A city of Tampa, Fla, for about

six months past. ‘

Not a figurative civil war, but

an actual civil war.

A civil war with all the most aggra

vated features of such a war.

A civil war with a reign of terror.

A civil war with deprivation of the citi

zens’ constitutional rights.

‘7‘

A civil war with the murder of citizens

in the streets.

A civil war with the hanging of sus

pects.

A civil war that has driven many of the

inhabitants to flight and exile.

For six months this strike has been

raging as the result of a strike of the

cigar workers against the cigar capital

ists. But the governor of the state of
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Florida took no notice of this war. And

the people of the United States took no

notice of this war. ~

The people of the United States were

kept in ignorance of the state of affairs.

The daily newspapers, metropolitan and

other, their columns filled with all sorts of

worthless information, were silent about

the civil war in Tampa.

But the governor of the state of Flor

ida, was he silent because he knew noth

ing of this civil war, or did he keep silence

for the reason that in this civil war the

capitalists of Tampa had the upper hand

of the workers of Tampa?

At last, however. this conspiracy of

silence as to the bloody goings on in

Tampa has been broken.

It has been broken by the Socialist and

Labor press, and by the magnificent

solidarity exhibited by the cigar workers

throughout the country.

For months past the Call has been pub

lishing news items, contributed articles

and speeches exposing the reign of terror

in Tampa. The organized cigar workers

throughout the country have been taxing

themselves for the benefit of their strik

ing brothers in Tampa. And Tampa

cigars have been laid under an efiective

boycott, so that the dominant industry of

that city is practically at a standstill.

It is this last fact, above all, that has

finally loosened the speech of the authori

ties in Tampa and in Florida. The most

sensitive nerve of the capitalist is his

pocket nerve. And the virtual destruc

tion of the leading industry of Tampa has

finally compelled the mayor of that city

and the governor of the state to attempt

to justify themselves through the medium

of the Call, before the forum of public

opinion.

Public opinion will give small heed to

the words of the mayor of Tampa. His

statement abounds with flat denials and

charges of falsehood. These denials and

charges are themselves transparent false

hoods. For instance, of the charge that

the pliant officials of the city of Tampa

handed over the two workingmen prison

ers to a small gang of lynchers who

hanged them, he says that it is “false from

beginning to end." From this one would

infer that there was no lynching at all.

Further on, however, this precious public

official admits the lynching, but says that

the prisoners were in charge of county

officials, who arrested them “in the ad

joining town of West Tampa,” and that

“the men were never within the limits of

the city of Tampa from the time of ar

rest till the lynching occurred.” So

while men were lynched, the mayor of

Tampa was in no way concerned. Never

theless, he says still further: “Had I

known that it was contemplated, I feel

sure that I could have prevented it.” But

if the lynching occurred “in the adjoining

town of West Tampa," how could the

mayor of Tampa have prevented it?

But the mayor of Tampa is no other

than Donald B. McKay, who, according

to general report, was one of the “Citi

zens’ Committee" that, in 1901 kidnaped

prominent members of the Cigarmakers’

Union and had them transported to the

wilds of British Honduras, while other

men active in the union were flogged.

placed on trains, and taken out of Tampa.

Naturally. it is not safe for union men to

walk on the streets of Tampa while Don

ald B. McKay is mayor.

But now comes the governor of Flor

ida. He starts out, in the usual way, with

the assertion that he is a friend of the

unions. Let us see how his friendship

works out in actual fact.

Friendship No. 1.—“There were charges

that men were forced to go to work.

These charges were supported by the afii

davits of four laborers." But the gover

nor was not convinced. “The testimony

in rebuttal showed in each case a different

result.” And to justify his dismissing

the charge, the governor wants us to

imagine—“as you can well imagine"—

that “a great many men had been forced

to quit work by the strikers.”

' When we are called upon to “imagine”

one thing, why may we not also “imag

ine" that the “rebuttals showing a differ

ent result in each case” were also “imag

inary”?

Friendship No. 2.——It was claimed

that two representative union men had been

forced to leave the city—deported. But

the governor found that “both men left

voluntarily—on account of the fear for

their personal safety.”
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Friendship N0. 3.——Two workingmen

were arrested and lynched by the swell

mob. But “one of them had been tried

for murder three times and had always

proved an alibi.”

Friendship No. 4.—The union hall was

was smashed up, closed. and the records

siezed. This is admitted. But Governor

Gilchrist tells us that later on the hall

was reopened! Sure enough, you can’t

lynch a ball, as you can a workingman.

into eternity!

Friendship No. 5,—Three strikers were

tried by a jury, found guilty and sen

tenced. The strikers complain of a preju

diced court and a packed jury. Does the

governor know anything about it? He

doesn’t know and he doesn’t care. “As

to the merits of this trial I know nothing,

and if I did it would not' be in my prov

ince to criticize one way or the other.

either favorably or unfavorably, the ac

tions of the jury and the trial officers."

Governor Gilchrist of Florida! There

was once a governor of Illinois, a member

of your party. Several men had been

lawfully murdered by a prejudicial court

and a packed jury, and two men were sen

tenced to long terms of imprisonment by

the same court and jury. And when this

honest Democrat—not a damned hypo

crite—became governor of Illinois, he

pardoned the two innocent survivors of

that horrible conspiracy, and published

the facts to the world. That man’s namc.

Governor Gilchrist, is immortalized in

history as that of one of the world's great

moral heroes, while your name will be

disgraced as a foul coward who be

smirches the name of the helpless dead.

and a damned hypocrite who pretends to

be fair to Labor while he has sold.his soul

to Capital!

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

BY

JACK MORTON

E have all seen this phrase at the

W head of luring advertisements;

BE YOUR O\VN BOSS, but if

we have answered them, we

have found a flimsy scheme for getting

other folks to work for us.

Nobody but the Socialists have ever

suggested that every working man and

woman ought to be their own boss. No

body but the Socialists have ever known

how it would be possible for each man to

be his own boss—to do away with mas

ters of men entirely.

In spite of the old stories we are taught

at school about this “Land of Liberty,”

in common every day language we speak

the truth. We know we “work for other

folks,” and we know we are the slaves

of our bosses. And this does not mean

freedom at all.

\Yc wage-workers have to have a job

in order to earn wages to live and we

are the slaves of the men or women who

OWN the jobs. We do not sell ourselves

to them for a lifetime, but we do sell our

selves—or our strength to work—by the

week or by the day, for so much a day.

And since we have sold ourselves for the

week or day, we are the slaves of the boss

during that time. \Ve are compelled to

work as he wills.

Of course, we can rebel and refuse to

obey, but in that case we find ourselves

out of work. And the man out of work

is on the road to hunger and starvation.

That is all there is to it. \Ne are not

free so long as our only choice is starva

tion on one side or wage-slavery under a

boss on the other.

Of course you want to Be Your Own

Boss just as much as I do. Every time

the foreman of the mill where I work

docks me two hours pay when I am ten

minutes late, I feel that there is nothing

so much I want in all the world as just

to Be My Own Boss. When I read in the

papers about the president of the big mill

company buying $50,000 Italian art

.L.1'I4.-.4,
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treasures, I yearn to LOSE my BOSS, 
and when I draw my lonely $18.00 a week 
I feel that heaven must be BOSSLESS 
land where pleasant dreams come true. 

But I want to lose my boss, and ALL 
bosses, in this world, and when I found 
the Socialists were working for an aboli
tion of Bossdom, I threw my lot in with 
theirs and began to help push the good 
thing along. 

Now if you work for the Armours, of 
packing house fame, you know they are 
YOUR BOSSES, because they OWN 
THE PACKING PLANT. If somebody 
else owned the packing house HE would 
be your boss. 

The man FOR WHOM you WORK 
is able to make you pile up wealth for 
HIM BECAUSE HE OWNS the mill, 
the factory or the mine where you are 
employed. The reason you obey HIS 
commands is because he OWNS · the 
plant and because if you refuse you will 
lose your job and your chance to LIVE. 

If you and I and all the other men 
and women employed 1n the mill 

OWNED THE PLANT we would be 
our OWN BOSSES. Socialism proposes 
that the workers of the world shall seize 
the factories, mills and mines, the rail
roads and all the tools or machinery of 
production to be owned collectively by 
ALL the workers and to. be operated by 
and for the benefit of the workers them
selves. 

If the collective workers m the steel 
industry produce a billion dollars worth 
of steel, socialism means that they shall 
own the mill and also own the product 
and receive the full value of it instead of 
getting just wages enough to keep our 
he~rts pumping the blood through our 
vems. 

OWNERSHIP of the mines, mills, 
factories, railroads and all the 'machinery 
of production BY THE WORKERS and 
operated by and for them is the back bone 
of Socialism. 

If you are a BOSS, you won't like it . 
If you are a wage-worker with a clear, 
healthy mind, it won't take much think
ing to see on which side you belong. 



THE Shogun of Japan is chief gen

eral of the Empire. How the Jap

anese miners secured many rights

and privileges from the Shogun

Iyeyasu is worth the telling. The story

goes that in a time of war Iyeyasu, the

future Shogun was beaten in battle,

traced and followed by the enemy far into

the mountains.

And Iyeyasu came up to the gates of a

mine and asked the miners to allow him

to enter so that he could conceal himself.

But it was not customary for the work

men to allow anybody to enter the mines

except the miners and they refused Iyey

asu in spite of his urgent pleas.

Then, the story goes, Iyeyasu made an

attractive offer. He promised that if he

should ultimately be able to defeat his

enemies and become a lord over Japan

that he would make all miners Nobushi,

with special privileges and free passes all

over Japan.

The miners were much impressed and

at last decided to conceal Iyeyasu in the

mines from those who made the attack.

  

THE

JAPANESE

MINERS

BY

S. KATAYAMA

So Iyeyasu escaped death and became

final victor. All this happened years ago

in the Hikagesawa Mines in Sarugas

Province at the foot of the Fuji Moun

tains.

When Iyeyasu established his feudal

government over the whole of Japan, the

constitution he gave contained fifty-three

articles, among them one which gave the

miners of the Empire the privilege. of

wearing two swords and of calling them

selves Nobushi, Field Knight or Open

Samurai. This gave the miners of Japan

a strong union and many privileges.

Under Old Japan

At the time of Feudalism, in Japan,

the gold and silver mines were worked by

the government and very few belonged

to private capitalists, so that it was not

such a difficult thing for a powerful gov

ernment ofiicial to bestow many favors

upon the miners. Methods of mining

were primitive and the men had to under

go many hardships and lived lives of con

stant danger. Miners were supposed to

‘7?
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be the cream of courage in the Empire,

men who feared Death not at all. Wages

were very high. “Kanayama Shotai,” a

miner’s living, is even today used as a

Synonymn for luxurious living among the

working class. Inside the mines the men

lived as they chose. There they ruled

absolutely and there were no restrictions

put upon them. In the great chasms of

_the earth they made laws and rules of

their own.

Few men had households of their own.

Nearly all lived communistically in a

hanba, all families living together to

make the work easier. This hanba is still

maintained by miners in all the unions.

' A head of the hanba is elected by major

ity vote and has much influence and

power.

Practically there has been but one min

ers' union in all Japan. As a miner, each

man is welcomed as a brother to any mine

in the Empire. For example, a miner

comes to astrange hanba. The men and

women receive him with ceremonies and

treat him, at once, as a member and

brother in the great union. If there is

no work, or the guest is on his way to a

 

underground kingdom.

  

distant mine, he is welcome to stay a few

days when a miner from the hanba es

corts him to his new working place. A

miner in good standing in the union could

formerly travel from one end of Japan to\

another under the care and guidance of

his brother miners. Their strongest

watch word is Mutual Aid. But all this was

not enough to protect them in their strug

gles with the invading mine-owners.

For advancing industry and the intro

duction of Western mining methods have

wrought a great change. Thousands of

new mines have been opened for the pro

duction of baser metals. The coal mines

have become a source of great wealth to

the new owners, so that the Miners’

union has been materially altered.

Almost every farmer, who has little

work to do on the farm in the winter.

comes to the coal mines for work at that

season.

It was the wonderful Western Shaft

System that deprived the men of their

Their rule is

gone. These men are now lowered by

shaft, run by electric power or carried in

by electric railway cars. And the Boss

 

STREET SCENE—DRAWN BY A JAPANESE COMRADE,
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MINE ENTRANCE.

has come to stay. Miners must obey his

rules and work under his supervision.

The company weighs his product and

pays what it deems sufficient. The lux

urious living of feudal days is gone.

But the men still cling to the old forms, ’

electing their head and clustering about

the old union ceremonies. And all the

efforts of the mine owners have not yet

been able to destroy the organization.

The Asia Copper Mine

The Asio Copper Mine is known all

over the world for its wonderful copper

ore. It is owned by the Furukawa family,

which has made huge fortunes out of
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this and other mine holdings. Furukawa,

the original owner, is now dead. His

son leads an easy life, enjoying the

wealth the miners dig for him. The mo_st

important thing known about him gen

erally is that he paid $50,000 for a dog.

Asiois 120 miles from Tokyo and fif

teen miles from Nikko Temple, figuring

straight over the mountain. Freight

from the mine is carried over the moun

tain by cable carriages run by water

power. Nearly 7.000 miners are em

ployed in Asio.

Four hundred carpenters prepare the

arches and props where the 3,000 copper

  

k

COMPRESSED AIR ROCK DRILLING.
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GOING TO WORK.

miners work. Over 250 women and girls

work outside the mines at various JObS.

Labor Trade in Asia Mines

In every mine in Japan there are twice

or thrice as many workers as there are

miners. These are “common labor” re

cruited from any quarter. Gradually the

miners themselves have come to be rec

ognized as the most exploited workers

in japan. Men are now enticed into

the mines by promises of a good living

and many kindnesses, as no intelligent

man wants to work in a mine. But when

workers are recruited under false pre

tenses and once enter the Asio mine, they

are treated almost like slaves—particu

larly the unskilled laborers. While the

miners in the old organization are still

able to demand decent living for them

selves, the unorganized workers are al

most as bad off as galley slaves.

In order to prevent these men from

leaving the mines, the bosses keep them

in continual debt. Men cannot leave the

mines in the day time and the only

chance for escape is during the night.

But the mines are usually far ofi‘ from

the cities in the mountains and the roads

are patroled by policemen or guards so

that the runaway is often caught and

brought back.

The old hanba was the real headquar~

ters of the miners, but it has evolved into

a tool for the mine-owners. It is still

nominally the communistic dining hall or

home, but is now used for exploitation

and enslaving the men by debt.

It is his debt to the mine-owner that

hangs like a yoke about the neck of the

miner and forces him to work long hours

for a pittance.

Girls and Women in the Mines

In Asio we see so many women and

girls at work that we are unable to dis
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THE ASIO MINE.

tinguish whether they are men or women.

These women and girls are employed by

a sub-boss, not directly by the mine com

pany. According to Japanese mining

laws, the mine-owners must pay a cer

tain wage scale, but there is a vast dif

ference between the law and the facts.

Asio is a mining town. There the

power and influence of the mine master is

absolute. Public authority and the police

are all serving the mine-owners. The

 
 

  

mine-workers have no protection from

the greed of the company.

My Shabsai Shimbun is sent to the

miners. It is‘confiscated by the mine

owners and never reaches them. Evi

dently the mine masters can do as they

please and open the mail.

Since the riot of 1907 it has been im

possible to work outside for the miners.

This makes it worse for them, but we

hope that some day we can work openly

for them!

 

~
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BEGINNERS’ COURSE lN SOClALlSM

AND THE ECONOMICS OF KARL MARX

BY

MARY E. MARCY

IV. How Profits are Made

ANY of us have been accustomed

M to think that profits are made

from graft, from special privi

leges, or from monopoly. We

have talked so much of the thieving

among capitalists that we have altogether

overlooked the great, main method of

profit taking.

As Marx says, if you cannot explain

profits on the suppOsition that commodi

ties exchange at their values, you cannot

explain them at all.

And so we shall assume (as in truth

they generally do) that commodities, on

the average, exchange at their value.

Suppose that it takes two hours of

necessary labor to produce the necessar

ies of life for a workingman—or, in other

words, two hours of labor a day to pro

duce LABORING-POW’ER.

Suppbse too (as is very likely the case),

that $2.00 in gold represents two hours

of labor. ,

Now the value of labor-power (which

the workingman sells) is determined (as

the value of all commodities are deter

mined), by the social labor contained in

it. It is represented by the necessities of

life, produced by two hours of necessary

labor a day.

If the workman sells his labor-power at

its VALUE, he will receive in return a

commodity containing two hours of

necessary social labor. In the case we

mention above, he would receive $2.00 a

day.

In other words, a day’s labor-power

represents two hours of labor, embodied

in the food, clothing and _shelter that

produce it, just as the two dollars in gold

(or an equivalent) represent two hours

of necessary labor. The labor-power is

equal in value to the value of the $2.00

in gold. The workman has sold his labor

power at its value.

The workman receives enough ($2.00)

in wages to eat, drink, to rest and clothe

himself—enough to PRODUCE MORE

labor-power. He receives the value of his

labor-power.

But wage laborers sell their laboring

power to the bosses by the day or by the

week, at so many hours a day. The

capitalist buys the commodity (labor

power), paying for it at its value. If the

wage-worker is a miner, in TWO

HOURS he will dig coal equal in value

to his wage of $2.00 a day. The coal he

digs will contain two hours of labor just

as the two dollars in gold contain two

hours of labor and as the necessaries for

which he exchanges his two dollars, con—

tain two hours of labor.

In other words, in two hours (of neces

sary labor) the miner would have pro

duced value in coal equal to the value of

his wages (or his laboring-power). But

he sells his labor-power by the day or

week and the boss prolongs the hours 0

work as far as possible. '

In two hours, however, the miner has

produced enough value to pay his own

wages, but the boss, having bought the

laboring-power by the day, may be able

to make the wage-worker work ten hours

daily. The miner needs only to work two

hours to produce a value of $2.00 to re

produce his labor-power. As Marx would

say:

He must daily reproduce a value of

$2.00 (which he will do in two hours), to

daily reproduce his labor-power.

But when he sells his laboring-power

to the boss the boss acquires the right to

use his labor-power the entire day—as

many hours as the worker’s physical en

durance or fighting resistance will per

mit.

If he forces the miner to work ten

hours daily, the workingman will be

in:
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laboring EIGHT hours beyond the time

necessary to pay his own wages (or

value of his labor-power). These eight

hours of surplus labor are embodied in a

surplus value or a surplus product.

In two hours the miner produces in

coal value sufficient to pay for his labor

power, but in the eight succeeding hours

of labor. he will produce coal valuing

$8.00, all of which the capitalist retains

' for himself.

Since the miner sold his laboring-power

to the capitalist. the coal, or value the

miner produces. belongs to the capitalist.

Thus the capitalist spends $2.00 a day

in wages (or two hours of labor) and ac

quires coal, or other commodities, equal

to $10.00 (or ten hours of labor). Thus

come profits.

Year after year, the’ capitalists buy

labor-power, paying for it at its value in

the case of the miner at $200 a day). The

capitalists own the products of the work

ers—equalling ten hours of labor. Thev

exchange a commodity (gold, or money).

containing two hours of labor for labor

power (containing twov hours of neces

sary labor—represented by the necessi

ties of life). But when the miner goes

home at night the capitalists find them

selves OWNFIRS of the coal he has dug.

which contains TEN HOURS OF

LABOR. '

Coal (representing ten hours of labor)

will exchange for gold (or monev) con

taining ten hours of labor; in this case

for $10.00. The miner has produced $10.00

worth of coal. He received $2.00.

The eight hours of value. or $800

worth of coal. which the capitalists appro

priate, is surplus value, for which they

give no equivalent.

“It is this sort of exchange between

capital and labor upon which capitalistic

production, or the wages system, is

founded, and which must constantly re

sult in reproducing the Working man as

workingman and the capitalist as a capi

talist. '

“The rate of surplus value, all other

circumstances remaining the same, will

depend on the proportion between that

part of the working day necessary to re

produce the value of the laboring-power

and the surplus time or SURPLUS LA

BOR performed for the capitalist. It

will, therefore, depend on the ratio in

which the working day is prolonged over

and above that extent, by working which

the working man would only reproduce

the value of his laboring-power, or re

place his wages." (Page 81 Value, Price

and Profit, by Karl Marx.)

The capitalist owns the product of his

wage-worker. When he sells this pro

duct he disposes of commodities a part

of which have cost him absolutely noth

ing, although they have cost his workman

labor.

It is easy to see how the miner re

ceived the VALUE of his laboring

power: $2.00 gold contain two hours of

labor, $2.00 exchange for—or will buy—

the necessaries of life (produced by two

hours of labor) which will enable the

miner to produce MORE LABOR-POVV

ER for the next day’s work.

In this case, the miner’s product, the

coal he digs in one day, contains five

times the quantity of labor needed to pro

duce the necessaries of life, which pro

duce, in him, more strength or more

labor-power. ‘

For the things he gets for his labor

power contain only TWO hours of labor,

while the things he produces, and which

are claimed by the capitalist, contain

TEN HOURS of labor.

The miner sells his labor-power and,

naturally, the capitalist desires to use it

as profitably (for himself) as possible.

If the wage-worker demanded commodi

ties in exchange for his products, contain

ing an equal quantity of labor, he would

no longer be a wage-worker, for capi

talists would no longer employ him.

There would be nothing—no SURPLUS

VALUE—left for the capitalists.

But men and women who have noth

ing to sell but their labor-power have no

choice in the matter. They are compelled

to sell their strength or labor-power in

order to get wages to live. Capitalists,

on the other hand, employ them for the

sole purpose of taking profits. Capital

ists are forced to give the working class

enough to live and work on, but they try

by every means at their command to pro~

long the working day into ten, or even
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twelve hours, in order that more surplus

products, or surplus value, may remain

for themselves.

But intelligent workmen and women

are not content with selling their labor

ing-power at its value. They are coming

more and more to demand the value of

their PRODUCTS. \Ve are growing

weary of being mere commodities, com

pelled to sell ourselves, for wages at the

regular “market price.” We are weary

of receiving a product of two hours of

labor for products containing ten hours

of our labor. We are tired of living on

meagre wages while we pile up millions

for the capitalist class.

This is the chief demand of socialism;

that workingmen and women cease sell

ing themselves, or their strength, as com

modities. We propose to OWN the com

modities we produce OURSELVES and

to exchange commodities containing a

certain quantity of necessary social labor,

for other commodities representing an

equal quantity of necessary social labor.

You and I work for the boss because

he OWNS the factory or mine or rail

road or the mill. OWNERSHIP of the

means of production and distribution (the

factories, land. mines, mills—the MA

CHINERY that produces things) makes

masters of capitalists and wage-workers

of you and me.

Socialists propose the ownership, in

common, of the mines, mills, factories, of

all the productive industries, by the work

ers of the world.

When you and I and our comrades

OWN the factory in which we work, we

will no longer need to turn over to any

body the commodities we have produced.

We shall be joint owners of thé things

we have made socially. \Ve shall de

mand labor for labor in the exchange of

commodities. This is the kernel of so

cialism. It proposes to make men and

women of us instead of COMMODI

TIES to be bought and sold upon the

cheapest market as men buy shoes or

cows.

Questions:

In the illustration given above, can the

mine owners pay the mine-workers the

value of their labor-power and still make

a profit? Explain. Can the mine owners

sell coal at its value and pay the mine

workers the value of their labor-power

and still make a profit?

\IVould it be posible for the mine own

ers to pay the mine-workers MORE than

the value of their labor-power and to sell

the coal at LESS than its value, and still

make a profit? Explain why this would

be possible.

If the wage-workers should become

strong enough to demand the value of

their products what— would happen?

\Vould there be any surplus value left for

the capitalist class? Explain why not.

What becomes of the difference be

tween the value of your labor-power and

the value of the things you produce in the

factory, or mine?

Suppose you are working in a Cali

fornia mine and earning $3.00 a day,

which is sufficient to buy food, clothing

and shelter IN CALIFORNIA, enough

to reproduce your labor-power. Suppose

your employer wants to send you, and

200 of your California comrades to work

in his mines in Alaska. The value of the

necessities of life are more in Alaska

than they are in California. It requires

$6.00 a day to buy food, clothing and

shelter (to produce LABOR-POWER)

in Alaska.

\Vill you be able to save any more

money in Alaska at $6.00 a day than you

would in California at $3.00 a day? Why

not? Who pays the difference in the high

prices of the necessities of life? YOU or

YOUR BOSS? (We are not speaking of

individual cases but of high prices charged

for food, etc., in general.)

Of course, we all know that the work

ing class produce all exchange value. We

make all commodities, but as we have

sold our labor-power to the boss, our

products belong to HIM. So the boss

pays for nearly everything, because he

has appropriated the things we have

made.

When the value of the necessities of

life RISE, does the working class or the

capitalist CLASS pay the bill? In the

case of our mining jobs in Alaska, do WE

pay $6.00 for our board, clothes and room,

or does the $3.00 increase in OUR cost

of living FALL ON THE CAPITAL

IST?



GET-RICH-QUICK SCHEMES

BY

HENRY L. SLOBODIN

T IS time that we stop it. I

I mean this epidemic of gold fev

er now raging in the Socialist

ranks; this vociferous intrusion of

the jackal of the money exchange

into the Socialist gatherings; this

confusion of get-rich-quick schemes with

the message of economic emancipation.

How much longer shall we wait before

we say—Stop It! Shall we wait until the

red flag shall become, like the British flag,

a commercial asset; until the barricades

of the revolution shall be placarded—

Stocks and bonds for sale! Buy now! Lots

for sale! Own a home! Enough has the

Socialist party and the Socialist press

been prostituted by the gambler, the

plunger, the adventurer. It is idle to say

‘ -—those are private, personal affairs with

which the Socialist party cannot meddle.

When recognized spokesmen of the So

cialist party, national officials of the So

cialist party, organs of the Socialist party,

are being used for the foisting upon the

members of the party of various schemes

of quick enrichment, the thing ceases to

be a private, personal affair. It is the con

cern of the Socialist party when comrades

of standing use their influence in order

to arouse among the Socialists the capi

talistic emotions of greed and cupidity.

The Socialist movement does not demand

of its adherents a vow of poverty, but it

~ does demand that they lay aside their cap

italist schemes and dreams of wealth

when they enter the confines of Socialist

organizations and the sphere of Socialist

propaganda.

I say—This we must stop! I mean that

we must not tolerate any longer the

gambler to ply his trade in the midst of

our gatherings. The hawker of stocks

and bonds must not be permitted to mix

his voice with the voice of the Socialist

agitators.

Some may say—Ah, this comrade has

an ax to grind! or,—He is jealous!

I will say at the outset that I have no

ax to grind; that I am not jealous. I

neither bought nor sold stocks nor lots.

I neither lost nor gained anything. But

suppose I had a private grudge to pay.

It should not concern the Socialist party.

Never mind my motive. The point is—

We must stop it.

I do confess, however, that the enor

mity or confusing commercialism and So

cialism did not dawn upon me at the out

set. I, too, was misled by the phrase,

“personal business,” and by the standing

of the comrades who furthered commer

cialism, and my good opinion of them.

For this reason I am not asking for the

punishment, disciplinary or moral, of any

one who was instrumental in polluting

the movement. I simply ask—Stop it.

And yet I will name one comrade. I

will name Wilshire. The reasons why I

name Comrade Wilshire are several:

First: Comrade \Vilshire’s standing as

a Socialist cannot be gainsaid. Before he

sat down to sup with the devil, he de

voted a great deal of his life and a goodly

portion of his private fortune to the prop-‘

aganda of Socialism.

Second: Because my relations to Wil

shire are of the best and pleasantest. If

I here do not claim him as my -friend,

it is only because such a relation may

be claimed by mutual assent.

Thirdly: Notwithstanding or because

of the first and second, I name Wilshire

because he more than any other gambler

sounded the golden tom-tom and dinner!

into the ears of Socialists, Money! Mon

ey! Make Money! In fact, he led the

pestiferous band of promoters into the

Socialist camp.

I care not a tinker’s damn whether Wil

shire’s enterprises are financially sound

of rotten. We want none of them mixed

up with our propaganda and Socialist ac

tivity. For the good of the Socialist cause

I hope that Wilshire’s mining schemes

will prove, sundry and all, financial fail

ures. For had the Bishop Creek “great

est gold mine in the world” really panned

out anything like what it had been an
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nounced, there would have been no stop

ping the golden horde from wrecking the

Socialist party with their capitalistic

schemes. But the Bishop Creek gold mine

proved even more elusive than King Sol

omon’s mine. And I have heard of no

one making money on any of \Vilshire’s

enterprises excepting Wilshire hiniself.

Perhaps not even Wilshire.

For I have no doubt that Wilshire

started out with a notion that he could

beat Wall street at its own game. This

he thought he could do with the help of

the comrades. Instead, I fear, Wall street

used him as a feeder to the pockets of

many comrades.

Once plunged in the whirl of wild-cat

speculation, Wilshire adopted the meth

ods current among gamblers.

Wilshire advertised the Bishop Creek

as “the greatest gold mine in the world,”

at the time when he had not a dollar’s

worth of gold out of it. Wilshire esti

mated that he would get $Z0,000,000,000

worth of gold out of the mine; that he

would pay the national debt; that he

could demonetize gold.

Now that is more gold than was mined

or washed in America since its discovery.

This is going some.

Wilshire sold anywhere between $500,

000 and $1,000,000 worth of Bishop Creek

stock. Wilshire spent less than $100,000

on the mine. The difference is what the

stockholders contributed to Wilshire per

sonally as spending money.

Wilshire sold his own stock. Not a dol

lar’s worth of stock was sold out of the

treasury, after Wilshire secured control

of the corporation, except to Wilshire

himself. \IVilshire would buy some shares

out of the treasury and then advertise the

fact that he was buying in order to un- _

load greater quantities of his own stock.

Wilshire went the limit in using his mag

azine to boom his mines. He used the

name of Comrade Wanhope to give pres

tige to his magazine. He used the name

of Untermann, then member of the Na—

tional Executive Committee, the name of

Upton Sinclair to boost his mine. What

did poor Sinclair know about gold min

ing? And National Organizer Goebel,

now member of the N. E. C., was actively

helping Wilshire. Goebel must be a good

gold miner. He showed it in helping Wil

shire to extract gold out -of the pockets

of the comrades.

Now Wilshire has departed from hence.

He may return. He may justify himself

before his stockholders. This is none of

our concern. What we demand is that

\Vilshire keep his stock-jobbing schemes

out of the Socialist publications, even if

the publication happens to belong to him;

that while engaged in these schemes he

should keep out of the forefront of the

Socialist movement; that he cease hawk

ing his stock in Socialist gatherings; that

he cease using the phrases current in

Socialist economics and politics in adver

tising his stock; that he cease employing

Socialists of national eminence to boom

his stock-jobbing schemes.

Another word. The American Social

ist movement has so far contributed noth

ing to the International Socialist move

ment. Shall it now contribute Wilshire’s

stock-jobbery factory? It seems that Wil—

shire has opened a shop in England and

keeps a printing press busy printing

stocks and bonds. Let the European

comrades be advised. Keep stock job~

bery out of the Socialist parties of Eu

rope. And stop it in the Socialist party

of America.

\

  



MEDICAL CHAOS AND CRIME

NORMAN BARNESBY, M. D.

OBODY would accuse Dr.

\ N Barnesby of being a Socialist, but

his new book, “Medical Chaos

and Crime,” published by

Mitchell Kennerly, New York City, offers

so many reasons why physicians and

surgeons should be Socialists, that all

Socialists will fee} a debt of gratitude to

Dr. Barnesby.

Socialists have long said that when

men or women want to know the REAL

causes of things, it is well to look for

ECONOMIC reasons. And it is the eco

nomic need of physicians and surgeons

the whole world over that is causing the

“Medical Chaos and Crime" which Dr.

Barnesby exposes so mercilessly.

Most of us have the old hallucination

about “having to live” and doctors are

just like the rest of us. They have fam

ilies to support and rent to pay and

clothes to buy just as we have and they

have to secure a “practice” some way.

“If our people do not pause in this

wild career we shall soon—I mean we of

the cities—become a race of neuras

thenics and degenerates. And the mem

bers of the medico—surgical profession are

no exception. It is no longer the call of

the suffering that inspires them, but the

call of the dollar Yet so false

have become our standards that many a

physician, formerly honest and even al

truistic, has come to look upon the relief

of suffering or the saving of a life as

merely incidental to the earning of a fat

fee. And from honest greed, if there be

such a thing, the step is but a short one

to dishonorable practices and deceit. Like _

all who have lapsed into rank com—

mercialism, he finds that he must employ

unfair means if he would achieve the suc—

cess that he craves. . .

“No doubt there are thousands of

struggling doctors who, if they could be

prevailed upon to tell the truth, would

admit the deceits and petty frauds that

they practice on their patients, but would

plead pecuniary embarrassment or down

right poverty as an excuse. In the sum

mer months, for instance, an ordinarily

good practice often dwindles down to al

most nothing, yet the rent and living ex

penses go on just the same. The worried

doctor, with wits sharpened and con

science dulled, looks about him for relief,

and then it is that the unwary patient is

advised to undergo an operation or re

ceives a long course of treatment.

“The tonsils must come out! A fa

miliar remark, is it not? Furthermore, it

is much better to operate in June or July

(if you can hold your patient) than in the

winter or early spring when business is

brisk. .

“A well-known physician whose

reputation is of the best, told me

recently that his great success in medi

cine was not due to any unusual skill or

knowledge, but to the fact that he was a

‘damned good business man.’ After

further investigation . I discov

ered that he was rated so highly simply

because he could cure the ills be per

sonally caused.

“His first diagnosis when he finds that

the patient is a drivelling hypochondriac

is ‘stomach trouble,’ ‘gastric catarrah’

. . or some other reverberating

name, which impresses the patient. His

first treatment in such a case, almost

without exception, is to administer to

this poor creature large and repeated

doses of potassium iodide in some form,

with instructions to return if he feels

nausea, headache, pain, or a bad taste in

the mouth. ,

“Now it happens that potassium iodide,

given in large and repeated doses and

taken with a small quantity of water,

causes these exact symptoms

Consequently the dupe goes back for re

lief, and the iodide is gradually

reduced, while the pocketbook is being

relieved of its contents. In the course of

the second or third week the poor frail

shadow of a patient wanders into the of—

fice once more. My friend now takes pity

upon him by withdrawing all of the

iodide, thus effecting a brilliant cure of

the disease .with the high¢sounding name.

The delighted patient, naturally, is most

488
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grateful. Having other friends afflicted

with stomach trouble, he tells them of

the clever doctor who has dragged him

from the jaws of death. They, too, flock

to the master physician, and of course,

are eventually ‘cured,’ the time in each

case depending on the limit of patience

and the extent of the bank account. .

“When a young graduate in medicine

hangs out his sign in a large city he must

not expect, as a rule, to make his ex

penses for at least a year. Sometimes,

however, fortune provides an early op—

portunity for him to distinguish himself.

Such a chance befell a certain young

physician in New York a number of

years ago. He had been practicing only

a short time—that is to say, he had taken

an office and displayed his sign—when

it happened, one day, that being the only

doctor available he was called by a rich

family to attend a young woman for

some abdominal complaint. The young

doctor soon found that the trouble was

insignificant, but he felt that to release

his hold on such a case so quickly would

not be good business. Accordingly, he

looked grave, and after a prolonged ex

amination, announced that the patient

was really in a very serious condition

which required immediate operation. As

he was a good talker and possessed un—

limited ‘cheek,’ he succeeded in winning

the confidence of both patient and family,

and soon secured their consentto an

operation. He lost no time in perform

ing it, sewed up the wound and, after a

period of after treatment, sent in a bill'

for $2,000. The exorbitant charge was

paid without a murmur. The grateful

family were made to believe that this

able and prompt young surgeon had

saved their dear one’s life, and for such

a service no price they were able to pay

was too high.

“Before the patient had quite recov

ered, however, the shrewd surgeon dis

covered a complication that demanded

another operation. Having gained the

complete confidence of the unsuspecting

family by his first remarkable success,

his word was now law in the household.

A second operation was performed, and a

second bill for $2,000 duly honored. Then.

finding the game so easy, he played it for

all there was in it. It seems incredible,

but he actually succeeded in inducing

that poor, rich victim to undergo

another abdominal operation at the same

modest figure.

“Whether the family became disil

lusioned after the third operation, or

whether the young surgeon feared to

tempt the devil once more, I can not say.

He went abroad almost immediately af

terwards, took a special course in sur

gery, and returned to America well

equipped, both professionally and finan—

cially. He owes his start to this one case

which he handled (or rather mishandled)

with such consummate effrontery.”

In speaking of professional ethics, Dr.

Barnesby sheds a .world of illumination.

“A doctor whose record is but a succes

sion of failures, may not only stand high

in professional circles but may be instru

mental in causing the removal of the best

practitioner in the community if the lat

ter has been so unfortunate as to con

found ethics with ‘medical ethics.’ For

example, Doctor A., finding that Doctor

B. has lost a patient through carelessness

or stupidity, may forfeit his career if he

so much as hints at the truth to the vic

tim’s family. The first offense—killing

a patient—is a mere transgression of the

moral law; the second violates the higher

law of ‘medical ethics’ and is unpardon

able. Hence A. continues his practice,

maiming and killing as he pleases, while

the over-zealous B. moves away to try

to live down his disgrace.”

Dr. Barnesby prophesies that in the

near future the expression “medical

ethics” will be swept away and the stand

ard of professional men become the

Golden Rule. We agree with Dr. Barnes

by only we do not expect the great

change till after the abolition of the Rule

of Gold, when men shall be economically

independent and your illnesses and my

sickness and pain do not mean financial

prosperity to the physician and surgeon.

Dr. Barnesby gives us some excellent

advice that we may, however, benefit by

today.

In all cases of surgery, he advises us

to demand of our physician to know how

many operations of the kind he has al

ready successfully performed. In cases

of sickness we must demand to KNOl/V.

“Medical Chaos and Crime” is full of
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information everybody should possess,

but after all, the position of the physi

cians and surgeons is a hopeless one un

der Capitalism. Capitalism will never

remove the economic need of the young

and unexperienced doctor, nor of any

other doctor, and life, in the profession, is

a continual struggle, as it is everywhere

else.

When the great day comes that men

and women have abundant opportunity

to earn a bounteous living honorably,

then and then only will graft, deceit and

actual murder pass away.

But if this book is an argument in

favor of physicians becoming SOClAilsl'T,

what must it not mean to the PA

TIENTS upon whose sufferings a--d

deaths Necessity grows fat! Surely it is

to their interests above all, to insure pro

fessional men economic freedom in order

that they, themselves, may cease to be

prey.

INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW

‘ LECTURE BUREAU

FREE TO LOCALS

Our object in planning the Review

Lecture Bureau is to increase the circula

tion of the INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST RE

VIEW, to supply lecturers who are repre

sentative of revolutionarysocialism—men

and women who will drive home the

things the REVIEW is trying to say to the

working class, and to put some money

into the local’s treasury.

We have been fortunate in securing

William D. Haywood to fill dates for us.

Comrade Haywood has returned from his

tour of Europe filled with enthusiasm for

the growing solidarity of labor he has

found in every country. No American

has ever spoken to the enormous crowds

in Europe that greeted Haywood every

where he went. Stokers, dockers, boiler

makers, thousands up0n thousands of

miners and other working men and

women heard him and refused to go home

when his meetings closed. “More, more”!

was the cry that greeted Haywood Where

ever he spoke.

We have a plan whereby it will be

possible for every Local in the country to

have a Haywood date, without any ex

pense to the Local. The comrades guar

antee to take 500 admission tickets at 25

cents each. Each card is good for a three

month subscribtion to the INTERNATIONAL

SOCIALIST REVIEW, wherein Hawyood

hopes to repeat, drive home and clinch

the arguments he makes in his lectures.

This is the perfect propaganda. No man

or woman ever grew sleepy at a Haywood

lecture or forgot what Haywood said.

They Will get these things in permanent

form in copies of the REVIEW.

The 500 tickets sold at 25 cents each,

will be $125 of which we will pay $25

on hall rent, furnish posters, dodgers,

and pay all of Haywood’s expenses.

We will send FREE 200 copies

of the current number of the REVIEW to

be sold at the meeting for the benefit of

the Local. The Local keeps the collec

tion and literature sales. The Local takes

half of all tickets sold over 500. Re

member each admission ticket is good for

a three-months' subscription to the RE

WIEW. There is no better way to arouse

the workingmen and women in your city

than to get them to hear Haywood speak

and to send copies of the REVIEW into

their homes every month.

We are filling dates for Haywood in

the central states at this time. Take up

this matter with your local and write for

a date NOW if you want to plan a lec

ture for February, March, or April. We

will send on the cards, to be paid for on

date of lecture.

FRANK BOHN, former delegate to the

International Socialist Congress at Stutt

gart, and state organizer of New York,

starts out for the REVIEW Lecture Bureau,

beginning February 16th. Every town

that has had a Bohn lecture is asking for

more, and Comrade Solomon, state secre

tary of New York, states that Comrade
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Bohn is one of the best organizers and

speakers that has ever piled up good re

sults in that state. Frank Bohn is a col

lege man and can give you a scholastic

treatise if you want it, but he is going out

for the REVIEW because he wants to talk

to workingmen and women and to put the

FIGHTING MAGAZINE into new

locals.

Pennsylvania and Ohio comrades can

have dates in February and March by ap

plying promptly. We will sendlon 200

admission tickets, to be sold at 25 cents

each. Each ticket will bring three num

bers of the REVIEW to holder. It will be

the local’s chance to break in with revolu

tionary propaganda. We will donate 100

copies of the current number of the RE

vmw to be sold at the meeting for the

benefit of the local. If the comrades pre

fer to take 50 yearly REVIEW subscription
  

cards rather than 200 three-months’ cards

(to be used as tickets), we will send them

instead. Collection and book sales go to

the local.

But don’t plan to have a lecture with

only 200 people attending. Get 500.

Frank Bohn will keep them alert and

interested. He will give them more

straight socialism in one hour than most

lecturers KNOW. We will send cards

in advance to bona fide locals, to be paid

for at the Bohn lecture.

Subjects on which Frank Bohn will

speak are as follows:

The Trusts and the Labor Movement.

Socialism (general propaganda lecture).

Economic Interpretation of History.

The Revolution of 1776 and the Constitution.

History of the American Labor Movement.

The Farm Democracy in America.

Slavery and Anti-Slavery, the Civil War.

Industrial Unionism.

FRANK BOHN



' EDITORIAL
An Eight-Hour Work Day.—The So

cialists and Industrial Unionists in Port

land, Oregon, have started a campaign for

a universal eight-hour working day, to be

started by the workers themselves on the

second day of May, 1912. In this agita

tion they ask the help of the Socialist

Press, the Socialist Party, all other Locals

of the I. W. W., the American Federation

of Labor, and all other organizations in

terested in the welfare of the working

class. The REVIEW warmly endorses this

movement, and stands ready to help it in

any possible way. As a rule we have

small faith in most palliatives, because too

often they work out to the advantage of

some group of capitalists instead of help

ing the working class. The eight-hour

movement is different. If a wage-worker

who has been toiling nine, ten, eleven or

twelve hours a day can by uniting“ with

his fellow workers on the political or in

dustrial field, or both, reduce his hours of

labor to eight, he is at once better off as

an individual, he begins leading a health

ier, happier life. \IVhat is more, his posi

tion in the labor market is distinctly im

proved. If the capitalists can no longer

force men to work long hours, they will

require more men to do the same work.

There will thus be more jobs; the compe

tition of men for jobs will be less keen,

and they can make better terms for the

sale of their labor power. As Comrade

Haywood says, “If there is an unem

ployed man, it means that YOU are work

ing too many hours.” Here is a fight in

which the interests of skilled and un

skilled workers are manifestly the same,

and they should stand side by side in

this concerted demand. The highly

skilled workers in many‘trades have al

ready won the eight-hour day for them

selves. But as Comrade Wheeler shows

in this month’s REVIEW, the new auto

matic machinery which the capitalists are

rapidly installing will presently deprive

these aristocrats of labor of all their ad

vantage. To hold what they have already

gained they must make common cause

with the over-worked and underpaid

laborers whom they have left outside

their organizations. Every one of these

is now a. menace to the union man. Here

is the “Something Right Now” for which

reformers have urged revolutionists to

unite. If you work for wages, a universal

eight-hour work-day is a vital matter for

You. If you yourself already have an

eight-hour day, this movement will help

you keep it; otherwise you may lose it

soon. If you are working longer hours,

this movement will give you at once some

of the things you want most, and best of

all, it will put bigger things within your

grasp. Get together. The eight-hour

day in 1912 is a possibility for all of us

who stand together and demand it. And

when once we have united to get that, we -

shall be in a position to demand more and

ever more until we control the machines

by which we must live. Discuss the eight

_hour day in your Socialist Party Local

and in your union. Talk about it to every

wage-worker you meet. Write about it to

the papers, speak of it from the soap-box,

and help start an agitation that by next

year will sweep everything before it. It

can be done. The time is ripe. This can

be made a winning fight, and if we win,

it is the beginning of the end of capital

ism.

“Nationalism.”—Tradition has it that a

'wise man, wise beyond his generation, for

he lived in the age of prayer, once said: “O

Lord, deliver me from my friends; I can

take care of my enemies myself.” We

feel like echoing his prayer when we read

some of the books on Socialism by ami

able idiots who talk, and write, and print,

and publish without ever having an ink

ling of the_ real meaning of Socialism or

of the class struggle. These reflections

are suggested by a recent book entitled

“Nationalism,” which comes to us from

the author, Mr. Edwin Gilmore Richards,

Sharon, Mass. It is neatly printed, but

the union label is conspicuous by its ab

sence. Mr. Richards is to be congratu

lated on his choice of a title, and we

should not criticize him but for his state

ment: “Nationalism is similar to Social

ism—perhaps it is the same thing.” Prob

ably few working people will read this

book; which is fortunate. Were they to
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do so, they would infer that Socialists

were indifi’erent spectators of the class

struggle which is the supreme fact of

modern times, and that we were leisurely

planning the details of a philanthropists’

paradise in which all good children should

be rewarded and all bad children gently

but firmly regulated by the elected repre

sentatives of All the People. It is a

book that would drive a real workingman

to drink, while it would call forth-a tol

erant smile from a trust magnate. For

tunately books like this one are far less

common than a few years ago. Class

lines are tightening, and sentimentalists

are at a discount. They are only danger

ous when they succeed in fastening them

selves upon the Socialist Party. Where

they succeed in doing so, they paralyze

it for a while, but only for a while. Even

our fool friends are powerless to stop

the processes of evolution.
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INTERNATIONAL NoTEs
BY WILLIAM E. BOHN.

RANCE. Another Moyer-Haywood

Case. International capitalism is

bound to repeat its campaign methods in

ternationally. We had our Moyer-Hay

wood case two years ago; France is hav

ing hers today. It is an old play with

a new title. This time it is called the

Durand case. France is much wrought

up over it.

M. Durand, a union official, was found

guilty of killing a scab. The scab, a man

named Donge, was killed; there was no

doubt of that. Durand was nowhere near

when the murder was committed; this,

'too, was established for certain. Yet Du

rand was held guilty of the murder. When

a labor union man is accused of a crime

a completely established alibi is always

considered incriminating. '

In many highly civilized countries no

body would get much excited about a

man’s being punished for a crime that

wasn’t proved against him. Ordinarily

they wouldn’t in France. But it happened

that the penalty adjudged in this case

was death. Sentence was pronounced

some weeks ago at Rouen. Now the

French have sentimental objections to iu

dicial murder. So a tremendous protest

was raised against the decapitation of Du

rand. Once public attention was called

to the matter it was seen that there was

little 01' no proof of guilt. Then the

Socialist newspapers and one or two

members of the Chamber of Deputies be

gan to look into the case. They found

that Durand had been condemned on the

testimonyof one man. This person tes

tified that Durand had presided at a meet

ing where Donge, the scab, had been con

demned to death. But now that the trial

is over the witness confesses that all he

knows about the whole matter is that he

once heard Durand say: “We must have

nothing more to do with this man

Donge."

The public protest against carrying out

the death sentence gathered such volume

that the government became alarmed and

reduced Durand’s punishment to seven

years’ imprisonment. But the unions are

not satisfied. They demand a complete

vindication of their comrade. This, of

course, can be secured only by a retrial.

This is what the workers are fighting for

at present.

ENGLAND. The Election. A year ago

they had an election in England. The

Liberals, Laborites and Irish home-rulers

returned to Parliament with a majority

pledged to put the House of Lords out

of commission as a co-ordinate institu

tion. The year has gone by. The Lords

are as obstreperous as everl For some

reason, known only to themselves, the

members of the Liberal government gave

up their fight and went to the country for

a new verdict. Millions of money have

been spent. Valuable time has been

wasted. The whole country has been put

in an uproar. On December 20th the elec

tion was concluded. Here is the result:

Unionists, 272; Liberals, 271; Laborites,

43; Redmondites, 74; O’Brienites, 10.

That is, the Unionists lost one seat; the

Liberals lost three, the Laborites gained

two, the Redmondites gained three. The

majority backing up the government

therefore remains almost exactly what it

was before the election took place. All

the expense and excitement went for

nothing. The government has exactly the

same commission from the people which

it had before the election machinery was

put into operation.

Justice sums up the whole matter under

the title, “The Victory of Buncombe” The

Liberals are the world’s champion prom

ise fabricators. And once more their

promises have been believed. Thousands

of Socialists have believed and voted for

Liberal members. This is the main les

son of the election. The British elector—

ate still walks by faith and not by sight.

But while the practical result of the

election has been nil, certain features of

it have their lesson to teach. The Labor

party gained two seats, and in this fact

there is some cause for rejoicing. But

the campaign carried on by the Laborites

has done nothing to allay the suspicions

aroused by this party last January. It
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was often stated at that time that the

Labor party had entered-into a coalition

with the Liberals. This charge was in—

dignantly denied. Those who have taken

the denials in good faith will be pained

to learn that whereas one year ago the

Labor party put up twenty-five candi

dates to fight three-cornered contests, at

the most recent election they put up only

eight. And it is somewhat disconcert

ing to learn that of these eight not a sin

gle one was elected. Only one Labor can

didate was elected over a Liberal, and

that was in a Scotch constituency where

there was no Tory in the field. The other

forty-two who were returned have won

their places with the consent of the Lib

eral managers. In some constituencies

the Liberals put up no candidates, but

merely saw to it that an unobjectionable

Laborite made the run against the Un

ionists. In certain constituencies which

have double representation in Parliament,

one Liberal and one Lab0rite were nomi

nated. Each elector, of course, had two

votes. The Liberals, naturally, voted for

the Laborite, and the Laborites did as

much for the Liberal.

It was under these conditions that the

Labor party made its gain of two seats.

No one would dare claim that this gain

represents an increase in working class

power. On the other hand, the whole

history of the election goes to show that

the Labor party is more dependent on

the good will of the Liberals than any of

us had supposed. Of course, there were

individual Labor candidates who made

straight Socialist campaigns. Keir Har

die, it should be recorded, fought

as hard against the government as the

most devoted Socialist could wish. But

as to the party as a whole, it stands im

peached before the labor movement of the

world.

The Social Democratic.party lost votes.

This is a discouraging fact to face, but

it is not by any means the worst thing

that could happen. One thing it seems

to be teaching our English comrades, and

that is the fact that they must work with

all their might for electoral reform. The

representation in Parliament is not ac

cording to population. The rotten bor

ough system of England is still rotten.

In one constituency a large Socialist vote

goes for nothing; in another a small Lib

eral or Tory vote returns a candidate vic

tor. Candidates are still fined a large

sum for presuming to run. Worse than

all this, the qualified electors are only a

small minority of the population. If po

litical action is worth anything at all

these conditions must be made the point

of Socialist attack. The Social Demo

crats are more and more waking up to

this fact.

AUSTRALIA. The Release of Peter

Bowling. In October the Australian

Labor party secured control of another

state government. It elected 46 of the

90 members of the legislative assembly of

New South Wales. New South Wales

will be remembered as the scene of the

Newcastle coal strike of last year, the

strike which ended in the jailing of the

Union leaders. On Ian. 10, 1910, Peter

Bowling, the miners’ president, was sen

tenced to a jail term of two years \for “in—

citing to strike.” Ever since then the La

bor and Socialist press has kept up an

agitation for his release. The recently

inaugurated labor government of New

South Wales took office Monday morn

ing. Oct. 23. Monday night at 8:30 Peter

Bowling was released. He was enthusi

astically welcomed to freedom by the

Trades Council and Socialists of Sydney.

Perhaps the most significant thing he

has said since his release is that hereafter

be will not work with either politicians

or political bodies in any industrial strug

gle. He attributes the failure of the coal

strike, as well as his own imprisonment,

to the “influence” of labor politicians.

The Labor Party in Power. It is some

thing to get any proposal out of the realm

of mere discussian into the realm of ex

periment. This is what has happened in

Australia. Here at last we have a

chance to find out from actual experience

whether government by a Labor Party

means anything to the working class. The

Australian Labor party has finished its

first legislative session. It has had its

own cabinet and a good majority in both

House and Senate. It went into power

pledged to certain reforms in taxation and

the control of industry. The tax reforms

have been got fairly under way. The

Land Tax Bill, the object of which is to

break up the large landed estates, espe
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cially those owned by absentees, has been

passed. It lays a tax of four pence in the

pound on estates worth over £5,000 in

unimproved value, and adds a penny per

pound in the case of absentee owners.

Churches and labor unions are excepted.

Legislation looking toward the control

of industry presents greater difficulties.

It is not to be had for the enacting. The

sacred constitution stands in the way.

“Go to,” say the members of the Labor

government, “we will amend this consti

tution.” And this is what they are now

about. Two bills have been passed sub

mitting constitutional amendments to

popular referendum. One of these, if car—

ried, will confer upon the legislative bod

ies of the commonwealth full power over

“trade, commerce, corporations, indus

tries, monopolies, labor and employment.”

Under “labor and employment” are spe—

cifically mentioned wages and industrial

disputes. The second constitutional

amendment to be submitted gives the

lawmakers authority to nationalize mo

nopolies.

A number of minor legislative 'enact

ments have been passed in response to

the demands of the working class. The

Conciliation and Arbitration Act has been

amended, although not as extensively as

the unionists desired. Hereafter the un

ions are to be allowed to use their funds

for political purposes. But the amend

ment making it mandatory on a judge to

give unionists the preference in the settle

ment of all industrial disputes has been

defeated; nevertheless it must be ac—

knowledged that the Labor government

has done its best to enact a series of

working-class laws.

But the working class has a right to

demand something more than laws. It

is as the administrator of public affairs

that a government comes most immedi

ately in contact with the working class

and working class problems. And in its

administrative capacity it must be ac

knowledged that the Australian Labor

ministry has made a mess of things. At

least it has been a complete failure so

far as the interests of the working class

are concerned.

For one thing, this Labor government

treats its own employes abominably. It

has not yet consented to grant its postal

clerks a minimum wage of seven shillings.

And the linemen on the government tele

phone lines get only eight shillings.

But the attitude of the government

toward the workers involved in industrial

disputes is of even greater importance.

It affects the working class of the entire

nation. The real test of any government

so far as the workers are concerned is,

Does it favor or oppose the working class

in its struggle to rise out of poverty and

misery? \\-’hat is the result of the appli

cation of this test to the Labor govern

ment of Australia? -

In the records of its administration it

is difficult to discover anything to distin

guish it from the typical bourgeois gov

ernment. It carries on official strike-break

.ing, if need be, with all the enthusiasm._

and efficiency to which we are accus

tomed in other lands. Take the case of

the tramway strike in Adelaide. The

Labor party is in power in South Aus~

tralia, the state in which Adelaide is sit

uated. The Adelaide tramways are owned

by the state. The laborers employed on

the tracks are members of the United La

borers’ Union. They demanded of the

contractor who hired them to work for

the state an increase in wages. When the

request was refused a strike followed. The

Labor premier of South Australia sent

police to protect the scabs who were em

ployed to break the strike. The strikers

were ordered away from the tram lines.

All who insisted on remaining in the vi

cinity of their jobs were arrested and sen

tenced to jail terms of from one to four

months.

It is worth nothing in this connection

that Mr. Hughes, the present attorney

general of Australia, was indirectly, if not

directly, responsible for the arrest and

imprisonment of Peter Bowling.

The Labor party of Australia bears no

resemblance to ,the Labor party of Eng

land. It is full of class conscious, deter

mined workers. Its press fights consist

ently and intelligently for the working

class. The party objective, which is So

cialism, is never lost sight of. In fact,

it may not take many years to turn this

party into a real Socialist organization.

But the men who now have their grip on

the party machinery, the men who have

been put into the highest Offices of state,
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are certainly a bad lot. They are work

ing the wor ing class in masterly style.

SWITZERLAND. Socialist Party Con

gress. The annual congress of the So

cialist party of Switzerland met at Basel,

November 26-27. The report of the ex—

ecutive committee showed that though

there are enough Socialists in the country

to send a fairly strong group of represen—

tatives to the national parliament, the

party organization is comparatively weak.

The trouble seems to be that there are

a number of Socialist organizations work

ing independently. This matter was

brought up for discussion and action. As

a result a committee was chosen to draw

up a plan for complete reorganization of

Socialist forces.

But the most important action taken

had to do with the relations between the

Socialist party and the labor unions.

These relations are at present far from

satisfactory. Comrade Grim, of Bern, in

troduced a long and complicated resolu

tion dealing with the whole matter. In

his address supporting his resolution he

outlined the development of industry in

Switzerland, showing how the capitalist

class had gradually gained control of the

machinery of government. His conclu

sions were that the political movement

toward revolution would come to naught

were it not supported by a strong revo

lutionary labormovement. The majority

of the delegates were strongly of his opin

ion. A committee was appointed to take

up this subject, also. This committee is

to consult with representatives of the labor

unions, devise a plan for co-operation be

tween the industrial and political move

ments of the working class, and report its

recommendations to the congress to be

held next year.

PORTUGAL. Workers Demand More

Than “Freedom.” As the REVIEW

goes to press the cable brings news of a

great railway strike in Portugal. Practi—

cally all the railways of the new republic

seem to be tied up. It is reported that

representatives of the men have refused

an offered raise of twenty-five per cent in

wages. Thus far the strike has taken its

course with remarkably good order. Evi—

dently the strikers are not bent on em

barassing the government. ,

Socialists are naturally much interested

in this latest development in the Portu

guese situation. Apparently the meaning

of it is that the workers of Portugal, some

of them, at least, realize that they need

a better life as well as more liberty. In

a perfectly orderly and concerted manner

they are, apparently, laying claim to some

of the good which is to result from the

revolution.
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THE -WORLD OF LABOR

BY MAX S. HAYES.

OME close observers of economic de—

velopments are beginning to won

der whether another religious contro

versy is likely to be engendered in the

trade union movement. We can all re

member the A. P. A. fervor that was

rampant fifteen or twenty years ago and

the trouble it created in the political field

especially. The organized labor move

ment, while not very conspicuous at that

time, because it was the period of transi

tion from the K. of L. to the A. F. of L.,

was nevertheless sorely handic’apped in

many parts of the country by the relig

ious zealots whose fighting blood was

warmed by the struggles between the ad

vocates of Protestantism on the one side

and Catholicism on the other.

There was much talk at the time on

the one side that every Catholic church

was really an arsenal, that carloads of

rifles were secretly stored under the al

tars, and that the faithful were drilling

nightly' in the basements. Likewise, it

was said in all seriousness that the Or

angemen and A. P. A.’s were constantly

busy in plotting to capture the country

and send their opponents into kingdom

come by wholesale. Workers by the tens

of thousands in industrial institutions

eyed each other suspiciously, as though

they expected an immediate attack, and

when it came to voting they were in

each other’s hair with a vengeance. with

the result, of course, that the politicians;

Protestant or Catholic, usually managed

to bob out on top of the heap.

The Populist movement was pushing

to the front, and the shrewd capitalists

and,their smooth politicians fully realized

that if the common herd could be kept

on battling over the question of the safest

route to heaven, the aforesaid herd would

remain in the old parties to reward their

friends and punish their enemies. and thus

the reforms for which the middle class

were clamoring would be defeated or

postponed and enable the captains of in

dustry to carry out their centralization

schemes, which have been duly inaugu

rated on schedule time.

That Mark Hanna, one of the most

astute capitalistic politicians that ever

lived, successfully used the religious or

ganizations to smash Populism and

tighten the stranglehold of big business

on its middle capitalist competitors, the

trustification and monopolization move

ment of the past fifteen years fully dem

onstrates.

Now a new chapter in economic and

political history is being written, and

Hanna clearly foresaw what was coming.

In the only talk I ever had with Uncle

Mark—in which he extended a cordial

and insistent invitation that I join the

Civic Federation to assist in getting some

thing “right now” for labor—he proved

to my own satisfaction that he under—

stood a great deal of Socialist philoso

phy, the progress of the movement

abroad and its possibilities here in Amer

ica. But he thought the best thing to be

done at that juncture, “as socialism was

a long way off,” was to get over the rough

spots in the roadway by establishing har

mony between capital and labor. “I could

secure the nomination for President,”

said he, “but my ambition is not in that

direction. All the efforts of my remain

ing years will be devoted to securing a

better understanding between the men of

capital and the men of labor."

By way of parenthesis. I have often

wondered whether Sam Gompers copied

the phrase, “men of labor,” which he uses

upon every possible occasion, from Uncle

Mark or Hanna borrowed it from him.

I am inclined to the view that the mod

ern Warwick invented the term, as he

was disposed to accept the Bryanesque

confusion in this respect that a man’s

labor is his capital, and, therefore, the

workingmen are in reality small “men of

capital” (and the Lord knows that a lot

of them feel that when they exploit them

selves for the benefit of a boss their wages

are capital). The plain old terms of cap

italists and laborers ought to answer all

purposes without any frills or furbelows.

But to get back to the text. There has

been a rapidly growing campaign among
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the reli ious folk during the past few

years to get close to the labor movement.

In the Protestant wing the Presbyterians

took the lead, and at the Norfolk conven

tion, four years ago, Rev. Charles Stelzle,

who was formerly a machinist, came

along as a fraternal delegate and made an

eloquent appeal for co-operation between'

the church and organized labor. He re

appeared at Denver, Toronto and St.

Louis and repeated his message. At these

conventions Rev. Stelzle made many

friends, and he even succeeded in form

ing a “Temperance Fellowship,” which

included prominent ofiicers of the Federa

tion and international unions.

Suddenly, at the St. Louis convention,

who should appear but a Catholic priest,

Rev. Peter Dietz, a Jesuit of Oberlin,

Ohio. Father Touehy, who is pushing

along the co-operative movement among

the organized farmers, was also there.

Likewise Archbishop Glennon, of St.

Louis, delivered a sermon for the benefit

of the delegates in his cathedral about

“beer mug philosophy,” which was Wired

through the country by the Associated

Press as an attack on socialism. The

Knights of Columbus held meetings to

entertain delegates, and it was freely com

mented that there were more Celtic

names on the list of delegates than ever

was known before.

A bunch of Jews from the eastern sec

tion of the country sat up and took no—

tice. Likewise there were many non

churchgoers who began to mutter. 'The

unrepresented ones asked each other what

it meant, and the Jewish brethren thought

it would be a good idea to have a rabbi

at the next convention to hold the stage

for a spell and explain the Hebrew view

of the labor situation. And it must be

admitted that the rabbi could dig up a

lot of ancient history.

Whether the agnostics and free thought

societies will follow suit and join in in

troducing a grand field day on religious

subjects at future A. F. of L. conventions

remains to be seen. Certainly, if any one

representative is entitled to air his views

all others must be accorded the same

privilege. The Federation can play no

favorites in this respect.

But what is below the surface in this

sudden display of friendship for labor on

the part of certain sects that have discour

aged and frowned upon the organization

of the workers, not only in America, but

in Europe and all other parts of the

world? \Vhy these hysterical admonitions

and solemn warnings of certain pulpiteers

against socialism and radicalism? “Di

vide and conquer I” has been the shibbo

leth of the tyrant and his servitors for

centuries, and all signs indicate that the

world-old scheme is to be given another

trial. The famous prediction of Mark

Hanna, that the next great political battle

would be between Republicanism and so

cialism, and that in such a contest the Re

publican party would have the support of

the church, is being fulfilled.

By appealing to religious prejudices

the church bosses, who have the oppor

tunities to conspire while those who feed

them are at work, hope to discredit the

radicals and create a division, caring little

whether their meddling brings wreck and

ruin and having only a single eye to com

pelling the servant to obey his master.

I don’t believe that the scheme will

prove successful. In nearly every great

revolutionary movement in which the

church sided with reaction, and in which

the masses had fewer educational oppor

tunities than they possess nowadavs, the

church has been worsted in the contest, ,

with the result that its temporal power is

gone forever, and the leaders in that in

stitution, if they are not completely

blinded by their stupidity and unable to

judge the future by history, ought to

know that their intrigues will recoil upon

_their own heads.

The religious bonds that bound the peo

ples of the past have been greatly loos

ened in recent years. The cry now is,

“Why don’t' the workingmen go to

church ?” and the answer is plain enough.

The present-day pulpiteers, with few hon

orable exceptions, do not and dare not

promulgate the doctrines of the fathers

of the church. Their material interests

won’t permit them. Their dependence

upon the capitalistic profit-takers and con

tributors to build magnificent cathedrals

and luxurious homes—when Christ was

born in a barn and preached upon the

highways—is too rich a prize to be sur

rendered for the martyrdom of espousing

the cause of the poor and oppressed.

No; the smug clergy of today would

rather sit in their mansions, supplied with
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every modern convenience produced by

labor, than to break bread with the de

spoiled and impoverished working class,

whom they delight to lecture and point

out the errors of their ways; they rather

prefer to bask in the smiles of the usuri

ous scoundrels who rob widows and or

phans and pile up billions of wealth than

to aid in the world-wide movement of the

toiling masses to shake the parasitical

capitalists from their backs and force

them to perform honest labor for their

own support.

Let these clerical bourbons, who never

learn or forget anything, proceed with

their program, but believe me they will

be met at every turn of the road by an

awakened working class which will not

permit itself to be wooed by any siren

song of rewards in a future paradise com

mensurate with the sufferings endured

here below.

Capitalism and its concomitant evils

must go, and the churchy gentlemen are

getting on mighty dangerous ground

when they attempt to interfere in the con

test that is now in progress.
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Anarchism and Other Essays. By Emma Gold

man. With biographic sketch by Hippolyte

Havel. New York: Mother Earth Publish

ing Association, 210 East 13th street. Cloth,

$1.10.

The author defines Anarchism as fol

lows: “The philosophy‘of a new social

order based on liberty unrestricted by

man-made law; the theory that all forms

of government rest on violence, and are

therefore wrong and harmful, as well as

unnecessary.” Her opening essay is a

“horrible example” of the metaphysical

method of reasoning from unproved as

sumptions to fantastic conclusions. For

example she assumes (page 60): “The

A. B. C. student of economics knows that

the productivity of labor within the last

few decades far exceeds normal demand a

hundredfold." This is a gross exaggera

speakers often make, thus weakening

tion, such as inexperienced socialist

whatever good arguments they may have.

The probable truth is that IF waste were

eliminated and IF large-scale production

(against which Miss Goldman declaims

in the same essay) were extended over

the whole field of industry, the possible

product, apart from new technical im

provements, would be five times what

is needed. This is on the assumption that

hours of labor are not shortened, but the

common sense of the average wage

worker would call for their shortening at

the earliest possible moment. What Miss

Goldman advocates, however, is the aboli

tion of centralized production and a re

turn to the old wasteful methods, for the

sake of developing the “free initiative" of

the workers.

All through the essay there is an as

sumption that the tyranny of church and

state are at least as fundamental causes

of misery as private ownership of the

means of production. For her, Marx and

Engels have written in vain; her philos

ophy of life has more in common with

that of the theologian, whom she detests,

than with that of the Socialists, whom

she criticises because they are trying in

the most “direct” way to take the guns

and clubs away from the capitalists.

The “other essays" are much better

than the first, and contain much that is

worth reading. The author’s philosophy

of life is that of the peasant-proprietors

of the eighteenth century, but her sym—

pathies are broad enough to take in the

revolutionary wage-workers of all the

world. She has made and is making a

heroic fight for free speech, and while she

says a great many things with which we

cannot agree, we cannot but admire the

courageous way in which she says them.

Whirligigs. By 0. Henry; published by

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, L. 1.,

N. Y. Price, $1.20.

More American than Poe, more Ameri

can even than Harte, 0. Henry swiftly

made his way upward in the hearts of a

constantly growing audience till he be

came the most widely read short story

writer of his time. This last collection of

his stories, the title of which he selected

shortly before his death, is not confined

to NewYork but is perhaps more repre

sentative of his varied genius than any

former volume. Some people say that O.

Henry lacked seriousness. But after all

is not the humorist he who, possessing

the very finest sense of proportion, re

fuses to make a tragedy of life, knowing

that wailings and lamentations add to the

sum total of human woe?

0. Henry lived as he wrote, with a

smile on his lips when his heart was most

tender and sore. It has always been the

custom for little souls to regard the

humorist with contempt. It is only the

little people who live continual tragedies.

O. Henry was a man with feelings so fine‘

that he rarely discussed them seriously

with any one. The best he gave to his

wonderful reading public was always

clothed in his tender humor. His utter

seriousness and sensitiveness forbade the

naked truth. In many ways 0. Henry

was a great man, and no great man was

ever a tragedian to burden the world with

his wails. A tragedian always suffers

from a highly exaggerated ego and

heralds his miseries to the four heavens.

Because he towered above most men, 0.

Henry knew that all men are only men

after all and made his own life possible
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and other lives happier by dealing in

' comedy and humor.

One would search for a very long time

before finding anywhere a story as full

of quiet earnestness, of tender pathos, of

noble underlying purpose as “Blind

Man‘s Holiday” in this volume of

"Whirligigs."

The well known inimitable style, the

cutting wit, the whimsicality, the wonder

ful control of the element of surprise,

the keen characterization and, above

all, the infinite love for and under

standing of humanity in all its complex

moods and phases, all are here in this new

volume—the things that will make 0.

Henry read in company with De Mau

passant and Kipling long after other

names have been forgotten. ' .

Import and Outlook of Socialism. By Newton.

Mann. Boston: James H. West Company.

Cloth, $1.62.

A scholarly work, faultless in literary

style, by a Unitarian clergyman who be

lieves in human brotherhood and gradual

reforms that will establish “Social

Justice,” which, the author says, is the

“supreme watchword" of Socialism. He

looks at the revolutionary movement of

the working class from the outside; he

reproves the wage-workers who wish to

keep socialism distinctively a class move

ment, and evidently thinks the Socialist

party would be greatly improved if it had

a larger proportion of professional men

and property owners in it. We are very

glad to see that the union label has been

omitted from the book, and that it has

been published at a price 'the average

wage-worker will not pay. For any wage

worker getting his first impression of so

cialism from this book would probably

conclude that it was a movement of

“high-brows” and that he did not “be

long.” On the other hand, it will doubt

less be read eagerly by clergymen of the

more liberal sort, and by club women with

essays to write. In such circles the book

can do no harm, and it may even allure an

occasional student into reading morepand

learning more.

Songs of the Army of the Night, and The Mass

of Christ. By Francis Adams. New and re

vised edition. New York: Mitchell Ken

nerly, 2 East 29th street. Cloth, $1.00.

This is a reprint of a book of verse by

an Australian poet, notable because unlike

most writers of verse the author is him

self a part of the great revolutionary

movement of the working class and voices

its hopes and fears, its loves and hates.

If all the poems were as good as a few of

them are, it would be a great book. Even

as it is, we regret that the price of the

little book is too high for it to have a

wide circulation among wage-workers.

Here are a few stanzas from a poem en

titled “In the Sea-Gardens”:

Yonder the band is playing

And the fine young people walk.

They are envying each other and talking

Their pretty empty talk.

There in the shade on the outskirts

Stretched on the grass I see

A man with a slouch hat smoking,

That is the man for me!

That is the man of the nation;

He works and much endures.

When all the rest is rotten,

He rises and cuts and cures.
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HEADQUARTERS—KANSAS 'CITY, MO.

The Socialist Club of Kansas City, Mo., has

a right to be proud of its open headquarters

at 1400 Grand ave. For years the comrades

met once a week in small halls in different

parts of the city. But now they have a home

of their own where visiting comrades will al

ways find a warm welcome.

We miss the faces of many of the older com

rades who in the early days fought the bat

tles of the young organization when it meant

something more than paying dues once a

month to be known as a Socialist. However,

we recognize Comrade Atkins, sitting at the

right of the table, as one of the old guard. He

writes, “We now carry about $250.00 worth

of books at wholesale, mostly your publica

tion." And after all is said and done, the

most valuable work a Socialist organization

can accomplish is the circulation of sound,

scientific Socialist literature.

From Florence, Italy.—Let me congratulate

you on the success of the REVIEW, or rather

upon the vitality and the true devotion to the

working class that have brought about that

success.

Haywood has been with me on a visit of a

few days this week and will carry to you my

greetings. My health is abominable, but my

hope for humanity is great. I mean by this

my hope that the workers of the world, the

ones who really make the world, will take the

world into their own hands, and have no far

ther use for parasites like myself.—GE0RGE D.

Harmon.

Tom Lewis in Jail. Just as the REVIEW goes

to press, word comes over the wire that Tom

Lewis has been arrested and thrown into jail.

We have to confess that we almost expected

this. Almost every week we get stirring let

ters from Tom or some other comrade, telling

us of the splendid work the comrades have

been doing in Portland. Lately they have

started a campaign for an 8 hour work day.

Some members of the I. W. W., many 50

cialists and members of the A. F. of L. de

cided it was time to demand an eight hour

day. Night after night the crowds of work

ingmen and women have increased at Socialist

headquarters until the Portland friends have

been compelled to engage Moose Hall, which

seats 1,000 people. Before long the crowds

that packed their way in numbered 1,200 or

1.300. The working class in Portland is back

of Tom Lewis and the local comrades. There

is not one of them who has not listened to the

Whirlwind Soap-boxer of the Pacific, or some

other soap-boxer who knew how to hand out

the straight goods. On December 15th. Com

'0'
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rade Lewis wrote to us “the workers are com~

mencing to realize that we are peddling the

right goods. We are doing fine work in spite

of the slump being felt here more every day.

We took in 39 new members last Tuesday.

There are a lot of people here out of work.

Often as many as 40 sleep in our headquarters

every night, out of reach of the Bulls. We will

soon be starting open air meetings—and then

we will want to take 1,000 Rsvnsws a month."

Under date of Jan. 4th he wrote, “It looks as

though there would be a free speech fight on

here.” \Ve guess the straight talk Tom and

the Portland comrades were giving the work

ing class got under the collars of the em

ployers and we have no doubt that they are

behind the move for the suppression of free

speech in Portland. Hope to have more news

on this fight for the March REVIEW.

The Revolution in Mexico. An American in

Mexico who for obvious reasons can not pub

lish his name writes us as follows:

“Received your note asking for informa

tion about the fighting, and really. beyond a

few bits of local color, cannot tell anything

much about it. \Ve are not in a country of

free press. “El Norte" licks the revolution

adios with tremendous slaughter every day.

The betting in Chihuahua favors the capture of

the city within a week in which case there

will be hell to pay and lots of fun for us and

not quite so much for some others. We know

so much. The hospital and barracks in town

are insufl‘icient to care for the wounded, the

last outfit being placed in the brewery. The

insurrectos have massacred two trainloads of

troops, and another outfit which left Monte

zuma has never been heard from. The ceme

tery is lined with trenches, not graves. Ma

dera is shut off the line, they have blown up

bridges and track and cut the telegraph wires

that way. Navarro is surrounded by insurrec

tos who are concentrating their forces. The

only thing of which we are certain is that there

is one hell of a fight going on near Mal Paso

and Pedernales. The insurrectos cornered Na

varro in a mountain pass, and shot his outfit

nearly to pieces, wiping out two regiments.

Then reinforcements for the federals arrived

from Sonora and occupied the passes with

the rebels between two fires. The insurrectos

promptly performed that trick known as

adding 18 and 5, and when the government

troops advanced to attack they found nothing.

The rebels fortified another position nearby

and mined the place with concealed wires.

Then a feint brought on an attack in which

they allowed themselves to be dislodged and

promptly touched OH their mines, eliminating

6.000 government soldiers from further con

sideration. That is our last news. The fed

erals are mostly convicts and have no love for

their cause, many are fighting in government

uniforms on the insurrection side. The fed—

erals must stay massed for fear of mutiny and

desertion, and when they separate, the train

scrap shows what happens. A'train load of

4,000 troops left Chihuahua two weeks ago.

(Engineer and fireman got $1,000 each for the

trip but both were shot. Also soldiers were

beaten on to the train with sword backs and

cowed by ofiicers’ revolvers.) They had a ma

chine gun mounted on a flat car ahead of the

engine. The revoltosos used brains and

stopped them in a cut where they could not

use the guns and shot all but four.

“General Navarro sent two hundred cavalry

to help. The cavalry never got there—caught in a

canon and exterminated. Then while the in

surrectos felt like it, they turned on Navarro

and killed a great number of his men. They

are expert marksmen and pick off the officers,

Navarro and his officers going in uniform of

private soldiers. After all this roughhouse the

rebels courteously permitted the captured train

to come back to Chihuahua with the wounded.

At present nobody knows what is going on.

There were a couple of fights in Chihuahua

and nobody can find out what about or whether

between rurales and insurrectos or simply ri

oting. The whole outfit of peons, etc., by far

the majority, are Maderisto at heart, and

there are spies of both sides everywhere.

“We Gringos simply stay out of what is

none of our affair. We hope it is settled soon

because it is hurting business. Otherwise we

watch this scrap with rather warm interest.

discount rumors 90 per cent until proven, and

keep our opinion as to the right or wrong

to ourselves. One thing is sure—if the insur

rectos take this state they will have to fight all

Mexico, in which game they stand as much

chance as a snowball in hell. There are gal—

lant fighters on both sides and it is pitiable.

as in our own civil war, for men of one blood

to fly at each others’ throats and waste lives

that the Republic could use. Both sides are

right as they see it and the war is simply fra

tricidal. These people are all right and much

misjudged in the States. They are pitiably

poor, but kind-hearted and well-intentioned."

In the California Redwood District—Here

in Humboldt County, California, we are in

the heart of the redwood district. Eureka is

the county seat of Humboldt, and at its feet

are the waters of the Pacific.

The Socialist Party here elected a police

judge, but we have no chance .in Korbel,

Samoa or Scotia. In Scotia there are 2,000

on the pay roll and only 100 votes.

Three corporations pretty nearly own the

county. Each one literally carries Korbel, Sa

moa or Scotia in its respective pocket. The

Pacific Lumber Co. owns large sawmills in

Scotia, many loggng camps; they own the

streets, the company store, barber shop, bank,

reading room, three hotels, two churches and

two company preachers, who probably think

the Company is their God.

Humboldt County is a good apple country,

and the company boarding houses serve apple

sauce morning, noon and night. Everything

is saturated with the Company.
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A LONG TRAIN.

Just now there are five hundred empty

houses in Eureka and the Company is flood

ing the country with American hobos and

“foreign” workingmen. The Old residents are

leaving. A new railroad is to be built and

thousands of tramping workingmen will be

shipped in here.

But there is Hope, for the I. W. W. is

here doing things. Branching out from Spo

   

kane and Duluth, it is spreading all over this

country and growing like mushrooms.

The boys like the International Socialist

Review. They are a fine bunch of revolu—

At our last meeting we decided to

order 20 copies each month and to take up

Mrs. Marcy’s Study Course. All Hail to the

Reviewl—From John P., Eureka, Cal.

tionists.

 

 

CUT'I‘ERS AT WORK.



PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT

What We Did in 1910.—Our book sales

and receipts from the REVIEW during 1910

amounted to $48.249.42 during 1910 as

compared with $32,908.74 during 1909, a

gain of nearly fifty per cent. And this

ratio does not fully represent the in

crease in the quantity of Socialist litera—

ture circulated, since most of it has been

put out at lower prices than previously,

so that the quantity of our output has at

least doubled within a year. Our sales as

a whole have been made at prices that

barely covered the cost of printing and

the necessary running expenses, includ

ing wages, postage, advertising, rent, in

terest, insurance and taxes. The slight

excess of receipts over expenditures has

been charged up to depreciation. We

have, however, during 1910, increased our

capital stock from $31,290 to $35,750, and

have reduced our indebtedness by a cor

responding amount. Our total debt is

now less than the average receipts for

two months, and if we were making

profits it would be a simple thing to wipe

it out from our ordinary receipts during

1911. But as we believe we can ac

complish more for the working class

movement by selling literature at cost,

and as even a small debt is a hindrance

and a danger, we want to raise the

amount from the sale of stock this year.

Socialist Partners Wanted—The pub

lishing house of Charles H. Kerr 8: Com

pany is now owned by 2,200 Socialist

Party Locals and party members, most of

whom hold just one share each. About

1,400 shares of $10.00 each are still un

sold. The sale of these would clear off

every dollar of debt and would give us

enough working capital to double our out

put of literature again during 1911.

No Dividends Promised—No dividends

have ever been paid by this publishing

house and none are promised. It will be

the policy of the present ofi‘icers, so long

as they are in control, to use all the re

sources of the publishing house in the

most effective possible way to strengthen

the movement of the working class for

the overthrow of capitalism. It is alto

gether likely that when the capital stock

of $50,000 is fully subscribed the income

from the REVIEW and book sales will

more than cover expenses, and that the

stock will become increasingly valuable.

\Nhether dividends'shall be declared in

future or not will be for the directors

elected each year to decide. These/di

rectors will be elected by the stock

holders, and it is a matter of vital impor

tance that the stock be held by comrades

in full sympathy with the aims of the

publishing house.

 

ANCIENT SOCIETY

Researches in the Lines of Human

Progress: From Savafiery

Through Barbarism to

Civilization

One American and only one is recog

nized by; the universities of Europe as

one of t e world's great scientists. That

American is Lewis l1. Morgan, the author

of this book. He was the ioneer writer

on the subject. H is conclusions havebeen

fully sustained by later investigators.

This work contsjns I. full and clenr explanation

of many vitally important facts, without which no

intelligent discussion of the “Woman Question"

is possible. It shows that the successive marriage

customs that have arisen have corresponded to

certain definite industrial conditions. The author

shows that it is industrial changes that alter the

relations of the sexes. and that these changes are

still oinz on. He shows the historical reason for

the 'double standard of mornls" for men and

women, over which reformers have wailed in vain.

And he points the way to a cleaner. freer, happier

life for women in the future, through the triumph

of the working class. All this is shown indirectly

through historical facts; the reader is left to draw

his own conclusions.

Cloth, 586 large pages, gold stamping. Until

lately this book could not be bought for less than

$4.00. Our price is $1.50, and we will mail the

book to YOU for 50c, provided you send $1.00 at

the same time for a year's subscription to the

International Socialist Review. Address

Charles H. Kerr 81 Company

[18 West Kinzle Street, Chicago
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Not More Than Ten Shares will be sold

to any one individual or local. This is a

necessary precaution, to make it as diffi

cult as possible for a majority of the stock

to be bought up by those who would like

to change the general policy of the pub

lishing house. It is already one of the

strongest weapons of the working class

against capitalism; it is rapidly growing

in importance, and we do not want to take

the risk of its being turned against us.

Stockholders' Prices on Books—The

holder of one or more shares of stock has

the privilege of buying books at special

prices. which for the year 1911 will be as

follows:

The holder of a fully-paid share of stock

in the co-operative publishing house of

Charles H. Kerr 8: Company can during

the year 1911 buy the same at the follow

ing rates:

Pocket Library of Socialism: 1.000 or

more by express collect. $5.00 per thou

sand; if prepaid. $7.00 per thousand; 100

or more by express collect. 80¢ per hun

dred; if prepaid. $1.00 per hundred. Less

than hundred lots at the rate of $1.20 per

hundred post-paid. or lc each if sent by

express collect with other books.

Ten-Cent Books: 100 by express col

lect, $4.00; if prepaid, $5.00. Smaller lots

if sent collect 5c each; if prepaid, 60 each.

These prices do NOT apply to “Merrie

$7.50 prepaid; in smaller lots 5c collect or

8c prepaid.

All Other Books: Forty per cent dis

count when sent prepaid, that is, 60c for

a dollar book and others in proportion.

Fifty per cent discount when sent collect.

For $10.00 sent at one time for books to

go in one package we will send prepaid

books to the amount of $20.00 at retail,

and more at the same rate.

No special discounts to stockholders

on REVIEW subscriptions, copies of the

REVIEW nor leaflets.

We do not sell books of other publish-'

ers at any price.

Cash must be sent with each order. No

books sent on credit. '

What Will You Do? The great work

already done by our publishing house was

only possible because of the co-operation

of over two thousand working people who

subscribed to its stock in the hope that

the literature of Socialism could thus be

brought within the reach of the working

people of the United States. This hope

has already been realized to a far greater

extent than seemed possible ten or even

five years ago, but the work is only be

gun. Are you with us? If so, send in

your subscription today for one, two. five

or ten shares. If you belong to a Social

ist Local or a revolutionary Union, get

the local or the union to subscribe. and

secure the privilege of getting our litera

 

England” nor to “What’s So and \Vhat ture at cost for its members. Use the

Isn’t.” These are $5.00 a hundred collect, blank below. 1

Charles H. Kerr & Company,

118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago.

Comrades r—Enclosed find $ . . . . . ., for which you will issue to me a certificate

for . . . . . . .. share. . of stock in your Co-operative publishing house, fully paid and

non-assessable.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Post-office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..State . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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- . _ All M k—AGENTs SALFSMEN MANAGERS .h...°£l3."£.2l.'i.°.'m.
polltlonl—Slop right hora—got Iroo Inlormltlon on the

Create" Hounohold lnvonllon over known—A SELF

WRINGING MOP.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE EASY MONEY—AT HOME OR TRAVELING

' a-__.

 

LI El I Ono man'nordors $2600

I one month— roIlIS I 650

__Mere boy in a. made $9.00

in 2% hrs. A. E. Martin Mich. says: ".Called at

20 homes, made 19 sales." E. Menu, WIS" says: ce' Your Share 0' thi‘

"Sold 13‘ In 2 dayl." E. Randal, Mind, Easy Money Selling

"Canvalsod I I lumllluI look I I orders."
John D. McLeod sold 6 flier luppor in low than EASY WRINGER MOPS

nn hour. Don'I need on rlonco sells "loll.

That’s the fray it goes. on can't iail. You ~re l 5 0 % P R 0 F I T

bound to Win. You can sell 100 mopsaweek, _— '

workmgnonly hull:l tame. "I d.on't no: Iaow Ipbgt-—_

Ior In or con emnnu nature says or er

Townsend, Minn. "Took IB o'rdors .Ilrat u' 5' MOP COMPANY

mornlnq " N. H. Torrance. New York. 'T k
six doz. orders in four days," says W. R. Hill, Ill. ‘24‘ "a". Shoo" LEIPSIC’ 0' is wrung up. On the

Two turn. ol crank wrln I out every . _ g . V ' r r floorits readsoutand

drop 0' Wllnr. Simple. practica , reliable, dur- __ '11 r ~ ' ’ ‘ f isheld own Iii-ml?“

able, never wears out. Every homo bu .. No i r ‘ ' g c ,1 ' Y. allpointa.WhenIited

talking neoemary. Show it, take the 0 or. Get ‘\_ ‘ ’ ' ’- " it straighten: outnu

atuted now; don't wait. We will help you. . ; 3 tomntically for wring

We want Agents, SIIOIIIIQII, Manager. ' , ‘ ~‘ ' ' ing. and two turns of

in every county to fill orders. appoint, supply, oon- <~ _ - ~ ' \- crankmkcsoutevcrydrop

trol momenta. ISO or can! prom. No in- v of water. Moppingisnow

vestinent required. Bump elree with firstorder. New \ _ ' 1’ a pleasure—floor 150108-0

caulo‘ instructions. sworn-Io evidence. all Free. " . _ -. V .:. edl00%betterin )4 time.

YOU NEED GOOD PRINTING

and you want it delivered promptly at the

time agreed. Therefore, would it not be a

good business move to place your printing

orders with a modern, well-equipped estab=

lishment,’and take no risk of disappoinment?

We will be pleased to quote prices on any=

thing that can be printed, large or small.

JOHN F. HIGGINS

OLDEST STRICTLY UNION PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT IN CHICAGO

279 TO 285 E. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO
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Study Marx for Yourself

Marx’s CAPITAL, the great

est of all Socialist books, is now

for the first time within the l

reach of English-speaking people. lt

is in three large volumes.

ql Volume l is entitled The Process of

Capitalist Production. It gives in full

detail an explanation and analysis of the

process by which the wage-worker is com

pelled to labor for the bare cost of living,

while the Surplus Value which he pro

duces is talren from him by the capitalist.

Cloth, 869 pages, $2.00.

(11 Volume ll treats of The Process of

Circulation of Capital. lt deals-with

the function performed by merchants and

bankers, with the turn-over of capital, and

with the reproduction and circulation of the

aggregate social capital. Cloth, 6l8 pages,

$2.00.

‘1] Volume lll, published, tells of The

Process of Capitalist Production as

a Whole. It takes the general principles

established in the first two volumes, and ap

plies them to the actual facts of society as it

  

   

 

  

  

 

is today. This Volume explains better than

any other book the causes or Industrial

Crises. lt shows why it is that the small

capitalist is being gradually wrped out, and

fr uenily gets an income smaller than the wages of a

shiiled laborer. Finally, it contains an exhaustive dis

cussion of subjects which those who know Marx only

from Volume I. accuse him of neglecting—namely,

Land, Rent and Farming. Cloth, l,048 pages,

$2.00.

1] The three Volumes, in a strong box, will be sent by

express repaid on receipt of $6.00, and we will send

the purchaser a credit slip for $2.40, which will be

receivable the same as cash at any time within a year

toward the purchase of a share of stock in our pub

lishing house at $l0.00.

q Or for $lZ.00 cash with order we will send the set

of books b express prepaid with a fully-paid certifi

cate for a share of stock. A share alone costs $l0.00.

' lt entitles the holder to buy any of our boolrs at forty

per cer cent discount from retail prices, we prepaying

expressage. Catalog free on request.

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY

l 18 West Kinzie Street Chicago
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' “rut TIIIIIIII
l I}! '“nummrv’s GIIII”

By FREDERICK FORREST BERRY

,- I 100.000 word story. written in tire. and hlood. poverty

and pain, sweat and tom. out of the my hurt and soul

‘ 1 of one who has suffered ovory wrong that is the heritage

i of than that toil undor Gapitnlism's riot rqu.

‘ IT IS ll IIIIIIGTIEIITI IT IS I GIIILLEIBEI

' ,, IT IS ll IISPIIIITIIIIII IT WILL IIIIIISE TIIE SUVESI

‘ IT WILL HIKE l SOBIILIST 0F EVEIIY ONE IIIO READS

IT IIIII IS IOT IIOPELESSLY IBIIJIIAIT lIiII BRUTILIZEII.

The publication of this [rut book will begin serially with

~ the January numhu. in tho IIITIOIIIL IIIP-Sll. a monthly

7.], Socialist Magazine, price 500 a your.

‘5 A The regular price of tho RIP-S"! is

50 CENTS PEII "III II SINGLE Sill

~ SCRIPTIOIIS. but if you and in a club of

Four Suhsorlphons at one T|me
‘ each one WI" get I full yeor'n subscrlption for ONLY 28

CENTS, and also get every lan 01 THIS GREAT BOOK

FREE. If you are unable to get tour eubscrlbers at this time.

send us $1.00 and we will enter you tor a full year's aub~

"' .CFIpUOH and lend you three subscription cards, each good for

' ' a year's subscription, which cards you can sell at your conven

Ionce (back numbers and sample copies lurnished tree.) Addresn

Q The National Rip-Saw

  

St. Louis. Mo.
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&

II GENUINE SUCIIIIIST UNIVERSITY

THE SUNDAY UAlI—El‘fierbiffififii’hifif Psesiasg°§§5lusst¥§iii

THE INTERNAIIUNAI. SUBIAIISI REVIE 133231531???

f

In these two periodicals you get the best thought in the revolu

tionary movement and you get it right up to date.

 
 

  

The Sunday Call has correspondents from every nation on the

globe. Every issue contains the latest news on the world-wide

socialist movement.

Its articles are vital, living; its stories are by men and women

in the front ranks of working class literature.

No other publication can approach its fiction; realistic, pulsat

ing, daring stories—just what you want. You can only find

these in the Sunday Call. There are four or five literary classics in

every number.

The Sunday Call publishes translations of the best work our

Russian comrades have given us; translations from the German, the

French, Italian, Scandinavian—wherever men or women have con

tributed largely to the classics of the working class and of modern

literature—the Call secures these things for her Sunday readers.

From Japan and India, from South America and China come

inspiring articles and stories from our comrades in the Revolution.

 

You will not need to attend a university to gain all these things.

You can get them all in a yearly subscription to the Sunday Call.

The Sunday Call is $2.00 a year, but we are making

$§i§§i13i§221°§$31i°§111é£§§ BUIH FUR IWU IIUIIAIIS

This is a special inducement we make to Review readers.

Or send $2.00 for the Sunday Call one year and any $1.00

book in our book department.

Address THE CALL, 409 Pearl St., New York, N. Y.
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MARX’S CRITIQUE
We have just acquired the electrotype plates, copyright and unsold

copies of a Socialist classic which makes our collection of Marxs

works complete, in so far as they have been translated into English.

Its full title is

  

A Contribution to the Critique oi Political Economy

And it was published by a New York house a few years ago at $1.50.

“'0 have reduced the price to $1.00, and we shall supply copies to

our co-onerative stockholders at the usual discount. It is one of

the indispensable books for students of socialism, and thousands of

copies should be sold within the next few months. Send in your

order at once, and include in it some of our

OTHER DOLLAR VOLUMES

The Poverty of Philosophy, Karl Marx.

Landmarks of Scientific Socialism, Frederick Engels.

Philosophical Essays, Joseph Dietzgen.

The Positive Outcome of Philosophy, Joseph Dietzgen.

Essays on the Materialist Conception of History, Antonio Labriola.

Socialism and Philosophy, Antonio Labriola.

The Theoretical System of Karl Marx, Louis B Boudin.

Marxian Economics, an Introduction to Capital, Ernest Untermann.

Socialism and Modern Science, Enrico Ferri.

The Rise of the American Proletarian, Austin Lewis.

Looking Forward: The Status of Woman, Philip Rappaport.

Love’s Coming-of-Age, Edward Carpenter.

Industrial Problems, N. A. Richardson.

Principles of Scientific Socialism, Charles H. Vail.

The Physical Basis of Mind and Morals, M. H. Fitch.

Revolutionary Essays, Peter E. Burrowes.

The Common Sense of Socialism, John Spargo.

The Recording Angel, a Socialist Novel, Edwin Arnold Brenhoitz.

The Changing Order, Oscar Lovell Triggs.

 

 

These twenty volumes, including Marx's “Critique,” will be sent by

express prepaid to one address on receipt of $10.00. For $1.00 we

will mail any one of the volumes and will include a six-months’

subscription to the REVIEW, or for two dollars we will mail the

REVIEW two years to one address or one year to two addresses,

and any TWO of the volumes. No reduction to stockholders from

these special prices. Address

Charles H. Kerr ti Company, 118 West liinzie Street, Chicago

  



'FRom GROCERY CLERK T0 RAILROAD

   

PRESIDENT—HOW IT REALLY HAPPENED

In the three volumes of his History of

the Great American Fortunes, Gustavus

Myers has laid bare the secret of the

Goose That Laid the Golden Egg.

The Goulds, the Elkins, Vanderbilts,

the Morgans, Russell Sage, the Astor

family—how did these men, and other

men of great wealth in America make

their fortunes?

Did they pick up pieces of string and

save their wages when they were boys as

we were taught in school? Or was it the

systematic practice of bribery, fraud,

thievery, and betrayed friends upon

which the famous fortunes of today were

built?

Socialists are well aware of the hypo

critical piracies the gigantic buccaneers

of high finance have practiced upon a

blind public, but we all need the Myers

books to drive home our arguments about

the. source of the Great American For

tunes.

Not One Suit for Libel has been

brought against Mr. Myers or this pub

lishing house by the multimillionaires

whose shady deals have soruthlessly been

laid bare in these volumes. The grimy

record of great wealth has been strewed

’through the legal records over the whole

country. Sometimes the hunter was in

turn robbed of his prey and sought

litigation as a means for despoiling a suc

cessful despoiler of the swag. It is these

public records that have made Mr. My

ers’ books unassailable.

Stories of the thrift and industry of

Russell Sage do not go very far when we Rum“ Sage M me Tick“

read of the suit brought by his eo-swin

dlers whom he had robbed of the common loot. Place a copy of this book in the

hands of your neighbors. Put copies in your public libraries. Put them in the local

library. Discuss them at your Local. They are full of the data you need to convince

your friends that the old idea that wealth was the product of thrift and industry is ex

ploded.

Many books have been written about America's great financiers. They tell you how Russell

Sage or some other great man worked three years at $10 a week. He saved his money. In the next

chapter we find Russell buying up street railways or some other little bagatelle. He did not do it

out of that $10 a week. Myers supplies the missing link. There are no long leaps from the humble

grocery clerk to the railroad president in these volumes.

Three volumes now ready; cloth, libra style, each with eight fine portraits. Price $1.50 a Vol~

ume, $4.50 a set, postpaid. We give 3. REVIEW subscription for twelve months free with eac‘

volume if ordered direct from us.

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, 118 West Kinzie St., CHICAGO

_-_

   

 


